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Editorial

T

HE oldest and the most prestigious expert association in
western Balkans, Serbia-based ETRAN Society has been
organizing conferences dedicated to various aspects of
electrical and electronics engineering since 1955. The
conference is split into 16 separate symposia, each dedicated
to a different aspect of electrical and electronics engineering.
For its 57th conference held in 2013 in Zlatibor, Serbia the
ETRAN Society introduced the best paper awards, where each
section grants its award to the best paper picked by a jury of
eminent members of the ETRAN Society, each of them expert
for the field covered by the section. Each section also chose
one outstanding presentation besides the awarded paper. For
this issue of Electronics journal we picked three such
presentations awarded at the ETRAN 2013 conference and
asked the authors to submit significantly extended and
rewritten versions of their manuscripts for this issue of
Electronics. The papers were further subject to the standard
reviewing procedure for Electronics. One of these
presentations was the award recipient in Electronics Section
(the paper by Miona Andrejević Stošović et al, dedicated to
simulation of maximum power point tracking in photovoltaic
systems), another in Automatics Section (the paper by Sanja
Vujnović et al dealing with the use of Bayesian networks in
thermal power plants), and one paper was chosen as the
outstanding presentation in Electronics Section (the paper by
Grigor Y. Zargaryan et al, dedicated to simulation and
verification of USB controllers). In this way the ETRAN
Society continues its already fruitful cooperation with the
ETRAN Society.
We are pleased to recommend readers of this issue of
Electronics journal to pay attention to the invited paper
„Energy Efficient Multi-Core Processing“ by C. Leech and T.
Kazmierski. In this paper, the present state of the art of energy-

efficient embedded processor design techniques is evaluated,
and it is demonstrated how small, variable architecture
embedded processors may exploit a run-time minimal
architectural synthesis technique to achieve greater energy and
area efficiency whilst maintaining performance.
The paper „Measuring Capacitor Parameters Using
Vector Network Analyzers“, by Deniss Stepins et al, is
focused on the measurement accuracy of capacitor parameters
using VNA (Vector Network Analyzers) and proper deembedding of an experimental setup parasitics to get accurate
measurement results.
Jasmin Igić and Milorad Božić in their paper present an
improvement of the Approximate Internal Model-based Neural
Control (AIMNC) structure. The authors also suggest an
approach in which one can ensure satisfactory behavior of the
AIMNC law for controlling slow industrial processes and
provide the zero steady state error in the cases of constant
reference signal and constant disturbances.
The two remaining papers, „Data-Driven Gradient Descent
Direct Adaptive Control for Discrete-Time Nonlinear SISO
Systems“ and „Integrated Cost-Benefit Assessment of
Customer-Driven Distributed Generation“, are related to the
research results published in the doctoral dissertations of Igor
Krčmar and Čedomir Željković, respectively.
Prof. Bratislav Milovanović
Chair of ETRAN Society
Prof. Zoran Jakšić
Chair of ETRAN Program Committee
Prof. Tatjana Pešić-Brđanin
Electronics journal Co Editor-In-Chief
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Energy Efficient Multi-Core Processing
Charles Leech and Tom J. Kazmierski
(Invited Paper)
Abstract—This paper evaluates the present state of the art
of energy-efficient embedded processor design techniques and
demonstrates, how small, variable-architecture embedded processors may exploit a run-time minimal architectural synthesis
technique to achieve greater energy and area efficiency whilst
maintaining performance. The picoMIPS architecture is presented, inspired by the MIPS, as an example of a minimal
and energy efficient processor. The picoMIPS is a variablearchitecture RISC microprocessor with an application-specific
minimised instruction set. Each implementation will contain only
the necessary datapath elements in order to maximise area
efficiency. Due to the relationship between logic gate count and
power consumption, energy efficiency is also maximised in the
processor therefore the system is designed to perform a specific
task in the most efficient processor-based form. The principles
of the picoMIPS processor are illustrated with an example of
the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and inverse DCT (IDCT)
algorithms implemented in a multi-core context to demonstrate
the concept of minimal architecture synthesis and how it can be
used to produce an application specific, energy efficient processor.
Index Terms—Embedded processors, application specific architectures, MIPS architecture, digital synthesis, energy efficient
design, low power design.

Review Paper
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I. I NTRODUCTION

HE energy efficiency of embedded processors is essential
in mobile electronics where devices are powered by
batteries. Processor performance has been increasing over the
last few decades at a rate faster than the developments in
battery technologies. This has led to a significant reduction
of the battery life in mobile devices from days to hours. Also,
new mobile applications demand higher performance and more
graphically intensive processing. These demands are currently
being addressed by many-core, high-frequency architectures
which can deliver high-speed processing necessary to meet the
tight execution deadlines. These two contradictory demands,
the need to save energy and the requirement to deliver outstanding performance must be addressed by entirely new approaches. A number of research directions have appeared. Heterogeneous and reconfigurable embedded many-core systems
can improve energy efficiency while maintaining high speed
through judicious task scheduling and hardware adaptability.
In a heterogeneous system, such as the ARM big.LITTLE
architecture [1] smaller cores are employed to process simple
and less demanding tasks to save energy while larger cores
Manuscript received 29 May 2014. Accepted for publication 12 June
2014.
C. Leech and T. J. Kazmierski are with the University of Southampton, UK
(e-mail: {cl19g10, tjk}@ecs.soton.ac.uk).

handle high performance and energy hungry processing when
necessary. Reconfigurable architectures use flexible interconnect, power gating and software control within each core, thus
achieving heterogeneity within the core. Reconfigurable cores
can be configured in this way as either slower, but energy efficient processors, or faster, high-performance cores.. A number
of approaches have been proposed to save energy within a
core. Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [2] is
a popular and well established technique where the supply
voltage and the clock frequency are scaled to trade energy for
performance and vice-versa. DVFS is typically implemented
by including voltage regulators and phase-lock loop controlled
clocks in the processor. The architecture is modified to allow
the operating system to select a desired voltage and frequency
through writing data to a DVFS control register. At any desired
performance level, the operating system will put the processor
into a minimum energy consumption mode. DVFS has proved
very effective especially in applications where high performance is peaking only during a small fraction of the operating
time as significant energy savings are achieved. Many other
energy saving design techniques are currently being explored
at the circuit, architecture and even system level. For example
supply voltage in bus drivers can be reduced to extremely
low levels to reduce bus energy consumption. New SRAM
designs are being developed where energy consumption is
reduced to extremely low levels in both the on-chip caches
and the external memories. The architecture of processor cores
are traditionally determined from a compromise of speed,
power consumption, scalability, maintainability and extensibility. However, applications have different characteristics that
require specific hardware implementations to enable optimal
performance and therefore a system should be able to adapt its
architecture to each application scenario. In this paper, we aim
to demonstrate, through the evaluation of present technology,
how small, variable-architecture embedded processors may
exploit a run-time minimal architectural synthesis technique to
achieve greater energy and area efficiency whilst maintaining
performance.
II. OVERVIEW OF E NERGY E FFICIENCY T ECHNOLOGIES
This section presents the current state of research in energy
efficient technologies in multi-core systems for both traditional
power saving techniques and novel technologies including
heterogeneous and reconfigurable architectures. Through the
analysis of present technology, we aim to demonstrate how
a greater performance, energy efficiency and area efficiency
balance can be achieved.
The introduction of multi-core structures to processor architectures has caused a significant increase in the power
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consumption of these systems. In addition, the gap between
average power and peak power has widened as the level
of core integration increases [3]. A global power manager
policy, such as that proposed by Isci et al, that has per-core
control of parameters such as voltage and frequency levels is
required in order to provide effective dynamic control of the
power consumption [3]. Metrics such as performance-per-watt
[4], [5], average and peak power or energy-delay product [6]
are all used to quantify the power or energy efficiency of a
system in order to evaluate it, however properties are prioritised differently depending on the application requirements.
Modelling and simulation of multi-core processors is also an
important process in order to better understand the complex
interactions that occur inside a system and cause power and
energy consumption [7]–[11]. For example, the model created
by Basmadjian et al is tailored for multi-core architectures
in that it accounts for resource sharing and power saving
mechanisms [8].
A. Energy Efficiency techniques in Static Homogeneous Multicore Architectures
Many energy efficiency and power saving technologies are
already integrated into processor architectures in order to
reduce power dissipation and extend battery life, especially
in mobile devices. A combination of technologies is most
commonly implemented to achieve the best energy efficiency
whilst still allowing the system to meet performance targets
[4]. Techniques to increase energy efficiency can be applied
at many development levels from architecture co-design and
code compilation to task scheduling, run-time management
and application design [12]. A summary and analysis of these
technologies is presented in the following section.
1) Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling: Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) is a technique used to
control the power consumption of a processor through fine adjustment of the clock frequency and supply voltage levels [3],
[4], [12], [13]. High levels are used when meeting performance
targets is a priority and low levels (known as CPU throttling)
are used when energy efficiency is most important or high performance is not required. When the supply voltage is lowered
and the frequency reduced, the execution of instructions by
the processor is slower but performed more energy efficiently
due to the extension of delays in the pipeline stages. The
rise and fall times for logic circuitry is increased along with
the clock period meaning performance targets for applications
must be relaxed. DVFS can be used in homogeneous multicore architectures to emulate heterogeneity by controlling the
frequency and supply to each core individually [14]. Each core
therefore appears as though it has different delay properties
however the architectures are still essentially identical. This
per-core DVFS mechanism is investigated by Wonyoung et al
who conclude that significant energy saving opportunities exist
where on-chip integrated voltage regulators are used to provide
nanosecond scale voltage switching [13]. DVFS can also be
combined with thread migration to reduce energy consumption
[4], [15]. Cai et al cite the problem that present DVFS
energy saving techniques on multi-core systems assume one

hardware context for each core whereas simultaneous multithreading (SMT) is commonly implemented which causes
these techniques to be less effective. Their novel technique,
known as thread shuffling, uses concepts of thread criticality
and thread criticality degree instead of thread-delay to maps
together threads with similar criticality degree. This accounts
for SMT when implementing DVFS and thread migration
and achieves energy savings of up to 56% without impeding
performance at all.
2) Clock Gating and Clock Distribution: Clock gating is a
process, applied at the architectural design phase, to insert
additional logic between the clock source and clock input
of the processor’s circuitry. During program execution, it
reduces power consumption by logically disconnecting the
clock of synchronous logic circuits to prevent unnecessary
switching. Classed as a Dynamic Power Management (DPM)
technique, as it is applied at run-time along with other
techniques such as thread scheduling and DVFS to optimise
the power/performance trade-off of a system [12]. The clock
gating and distribution techniques implemented by Qualcomm
in the Hexagon processor are analysed by Bassett et al on
their ability to improve the energy efficiency of a digital
signal processors (DSP) [16]. A low power clock network
is implemented using multi-level clock gating strategies and
spine-based clock distribution. The 4 levels of clock gating
allows different size regions of the chip to be deactivated,
from entire cores down to single logic cells. Further power
reduction is achieved through a structured clock tree that aims
to minimise the power consumed in distributing the clock
signal across the chip whilst avoiding clock skew and delay.
The clock tree structure (CTS) examined by Bassett et al is
tested to give a 2 time reduction in skew over traditional
CTS while power tests show reductions in power consumption
by 8% for high-activity and over 35% for idle mode. Large
portions of the chip will spend the majority of their time in
idle more therefore high efficiency in this mode is critical.
3) Power Domains: Power domains are regions of a system
or processor that are controlled from a single supply and
can be completely powered down in order to minimise power
consumption without entirely removing the power supply to
the system. Power domains can be used dynamically and
when used in conjunction with clock gating, lead to further
improvements in energy efficiency. The ARM Cortex-A15
MPCore processor supports multiple power domains both for
the core and for the surrounding logic [17]. Figure 1 shows
these domains, labelled Processor and Non-Processor, that
allow large parts of the processor to be deactivated. Smaller
internal domains, such as CK GCLKCR, are implemented to
allow smaller sections to be deactivated for finer performance
and power variations.
Power domains are often coupled with power modes as a
means of switching on or off several power domains in order
to enter low power, idle or shutdown states. The Cortex-A15
features multiple power modes with specific power domain
configurations such as Dormant mode, where some Debug and
L2 cache logic is powered down but the L2 cache RAMs are
powered up to retain their state, or Powerdown mode where
all power domains are powered down and the processor state
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Fig. 1. The ARM Cortex-A15 features multiple power domains for the core
and surrounding logic, reprinted from [17].

Fig. 2. Per-core power domains can provide reduce power consumption and
higher performance levels, reprinted from [18].

is lost [17]. In multi-core architectures, power domains can be
used to power down individual cores when idle or during nonparallel tasks in order to manage power consumption. Sinkar
et al [18] and Ghasemi et al [19] present low-cost, per-core
voltage domain solutions in order to improve performance in
power-constrained processors. Figure 2 shows how Sinkar’s
mechanism can provide reduced chip power consumption but
maintain per-core performance. In (a), a chip-wide power
domain is shown with all cores active at the same level. In
contrast, (b) shows a per-core power domain which allows
unnecessary cores to be powered down and active cores to
provide a higher performance level while still reducing the
overall chip power level.
In the work by Rotem et al [20], topologies containing
multiple clock, voltage and frequency domains are investigated
in order to build a high-end chip multiprocessor (CMP) considering both power constraints and performance demands. These
domains are controlled using DVFS techniques in connection
with clock gating and are exercised by simulating power
supply constrains. Results showed that multiple power domains can be beneficial for fully threaded applications whereas
a single power domain is more suitable for light-threaded
workloads. Power domains can be linked to DVFS techniques
if the domain contains multiple voltage levels. Per-core power
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domains therefore enables per-core DVFS control such that
each core can exploit run-time performance variations in multithreaded applications [13], [18], [20].
4) Pipeline Balancing: Pipeline balancing (PLB) is a technique used to dynamically adjust the resources of the pipeline
of a processor such that it retains performance while reducing
power consumption [21]. The delay constraints on microarchitectural pipeline stages can be modified in order to make
them more power efficient, in a similar way to DVFS, when
the performance demand of the application is relaxed [22]. In
work by Bahar et al, PLB operates in response to instruction
per cycle (IPC) variations within a program [21]. The PLB
mechanism dynamically reduces the issue width of the pipeline
to save power or increases it to boost throughput. An 8wide issue pipeline that has its unified issue queue divided
into a left and right arbiter, separate left and right register
files and functional units. A control unit is included can
deactivate the right arbiter and its functional units to allow the
pipeline to enter a low power mode. They show that this PLB
technique can reduce power consumption of the issue queue
and execution unit by up to 23% and 13% respectively with
only an average performance loss of 1% to 2% [21]. Power
Balanced pipelines is a concept in which the power disparity
of pipeline stages is reduced by assigning different delays to
each microarchitectural pipe stage while guaranteeing a certain
level of performance/throughput [22]. In a similar fashion
to [21], the concept uses cycle time stealing to redistribute
cycle time from low power stages to stages that can perform
more efficiently if given more time. Static power balancing is
performed during design time to identify power heavy circuitry
in pipe stages for which consumption remains fairly constant
for different programs and reallocate cycle time accordingly.
Dynamic power balancing is implemented on top of this to
manage power fluctuations within each workload and further
reduce the total power cost. Balancing of power rather than
delay can result in a 46% power consumption reduction by the
processor with no loss in throughput for a FabScalar processor
over a baseline comparison. Power savings are also greater at
lower frequencies.
5) Caches and Interconnects: It is not only the design of the
processor’s internal circuitry that is important in maintaining
energy efficiency. Kumar et al conclude, from a paper examining the interconnections in multi-core architectures, that
careful co-design of the interconnect, caches and the processor
cores is required to achieve high performance and energy
efficiency [23]. Through several theoretical examples, they
examine parameters such as the area, power and bandwidth
costs required to implement the processor-cache interconnect,
showing that large caches sizes can constrain the interconnect’s
size and large interconnects can be power-hungry and inefficient. Zeng et al also recognise the high level of integration
that is inherent in CMPs and attempt to reduce the interconnect
power consumption by developing a novel cache coherence
protocol [24]. Using their technique, results show that an
average of 16.3% of L2 cache accesses could be optimised
and as every access consumes time and power, an average
9.3% power reduction is recorded while increasing system
performance by 1.4%.
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B. Energy Efficiency techniques in Heterogeneous Multi-core
Architectures
A heterogeneous or asymmetric multi-core architecture is
composed of cores of varying size and complexity which are
designed to compliment each other in terms of performance
and energy efficiency [6]. A typical system will implement a
small core to process simple tasks, in an energy efficient way,
while a larger core provides higher performance processing
for when computationally demanding tasks are presented.
The cores represent different points in the power/performance
design space and significant energy efficiency benefits can be
achieved by dynamically allocating application execution to
the most appropriate core [25]. A task matching or switching
system is also implemented to intelligently assign tasks to
cores; balancing a performance demand against maintaining
system energy efficiency. These systems are particularly good
at saving power whilst handling a diverse workload where fluctuations of high and low computational demand are common
[26].
A heterogeneous architecture can be created in many different ways and many alternative have been developed due
to the heavy research interest in this area. Modifications to
general purpose processors, such as asymmetric core sizes
[11], custom accelerators [27], varied caches sizes [14] and
heterogeneity within each core [5], [28], have all been demonstrated to introduce heterogeneous features into a system.
One of the most prominent and successful heterogeneous
architectures to date is the ARM big.LITTLE system. This
is a production example of a heterogeneous multiprocessor
system consisting of a compact and energy efficient “LITTLE”
Cortex-A7 processor coupled with a higher performance “big”
Cortex-A15 processor [26]. The system is designed with the
dynamic usage patterns of modern smart phones in mind
where there are typically periods of high intensity processing
followed by longer periods of low intensity processing [29].
Low intensity tasks, such as texting and audio, can be handled
by the A7 processor enabling a mobile device to save battery
life. When a period of high intensity occurs, the A15 processor
can be activated to increase the system’s throughput and meet
tighter performance deadlines. A power saving of up to 70%
is advertised for a light workload, where the A7 processor
can handle all of the tasks, and a 50% saving for medium
workloads where some tasks will require allocation to the A15
processor.
Kumar et al present an alternative implementation where
two architectures from the Alpha family, the EV5 and EV6,
are combined to be more energy and area efficient than a
homogeneous equivalent [6], [25]. They demonstrate that a
much higher throughput can be achieved due to the ability of a
heterogeneous multi-core architecture to better exploit changes
in thread-level parallelism as well as inter- and intra- thread
diversity [6]. In [25], they evaluate the system in terms of its
power efficiency indicating a 39% average energy reduction
for only a 3% performance drop [25].
Composite Cores is a microarchitectural design that reduces the migration overhead of task switching by bringing
heterogeneity inside each individual core [28]. The design

Fig. 3. The microarchitecture for Composite Cores, featuring two µEngines,
reprinted from [28].

contains 2 separate backend modules, called µEngines, one
of which features a deeper and more complex out-of-order
pipeline, tailored for higher performance, while the other
features a smaller, compact in-order pipeline designed with
energy efficiency in mind. Figure Due to the high level of
hardware resource sharing and the small µEngine state, the
migration overhead is brought down from the order of 20,000
instructions to 2000 instructions. This greatly reduces the
energy expenditure associated with migration and also allows
more of the task to be run in an efficient mode. Their results
show that the system can achieve an energy saving of 18%
using dynamic task migration whilst only suffering a 5%
performance loss.
Using both a heterogeneous architecture and hardware reconfiguration, a technique called Dynamic Core Morphing
(DCM) is developed by Rodrigues et al to allow the shared
hardware of a few tightly coupled cores to be morphed at runtime [5]. The cores all feature a baseline configuration but
reconfiguration can trigger the re-assignment of high performance functional units to different cores to speed up execution.
The efficiency of the system can lead to performance per watt
gains of up to 43% and an average saving of 16% compared
to a homogeneous static architecture.
The energy efficiency benefits of heterogeneity can only be
exploited with the correct assignment of tasks or applications
to each core [7], [10], [30]–[32]. Tasks must be assigned in
order to maximise energy efficiency whilst ensuring performance deadlines are met. Awan et al perform scheduling in
two phases to improve energy efficiency; task allocation to
minimise active energy consumption and exchange of higher
energy states to lower, more energy efficient sleep states [7].
Alternatively, Calcado et al propose division of tasks into mthreads to introduce fine-grain parallelism below thread level
[33]. Moreover, Saha et al include power and temperature
models into an adaptive task partitioning mechanism in order
to allocate task according to their actual utilisations rather than
based on a worst case execution time [10]. Simulation results
confirm that the mechanism is effective in minimising energy
consumption by 55% and reduces task migrations by 60% over
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alternative task partitioning schemes.
Tasks assignment can also be performed in response to program phases which naturally occur during execution when the
resource demands of the application change. Phase detection
is used by Jooya and Analoui to dynamically re-assigning
programs for each phase to improve the performance and
power dissipation of heterogeneous multi-core processors [31].
Programs are profiled in dynamic time intervals in order to
detect phase changes. Sawalha et al also propose an online
scheduling technique that dynamically adjusts the programto-core assignment as application behaviour changes between
phases with an aim to maximise energy efficiency [32].
Simulated evaluation of the scheduler shows energy saving
of 16% on average and up to 29% reductions in energy-delay
product can be achieved as compared to static assignments.
C. Energy Efficiency techniques in Reconfigurable Multi-core
Architectures
Reconfigurability is another property that has the potential
to increase the energy and area efficiency of processors and
systems on chip by introducing adaptability and hardware flexibility into the architecture. Building on the innovations that
heterogeneous architectures bring, reconfigurable architectures
aim to achieve both energy efficiency and high performance
but within the same processor and therefore meet the requirements of many embedded systems. The flexible heterogeneous
Multi-Core processor (FMC) is an example of the fusion of
these two architectures that can deliver both a high throughput
for uniform parallel applications and high performance for
fluctuating general purpose workloads [34]. Reconfigurable
architectures are dynamic, adjusting their complexity, speed
and performance level in response to the currently executing
application. With this property in mind, we disregard systems
that are statically reconfigurable but fixed while operating,
such as traditional FPGAs, considering only architectures that
are run-time reconfigurable.
1) Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration: FPGA manufacturers such as Xilinx and Altera now offer a mechanism
called Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR) [35] or SelfReconfiguration (DPSR) [36] to enable reconfiguration during
run-time of the circuits within an FPGA, allowing a region
of the design to change dynamically while other areas remain
active [37]. The FPGA’s architecture is partitioned into a static
region consisting of fixed logic, control circuits and an embedded processor that control and monitor the system. The rest
of the design space is allocated to a dynamic/reconfigurable
region containing a reconfigurable logic fabric that can be
formed into any circuit whenever hardware acceleration is
required.
PDR/PDSR presents energy efficiency opportunities over
fixed architectures. PDR enables the system to react dynamically to changes in the structure or performance and power
constraints of the application, allowing it to address inefficiencies in the allocation of resources and more accurately
implement changing software routines as dynamic hardware
accelerators [35]. These circuits can then be easily removed
or gated when they are no longer required to reduce power
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consumption [38]. PDR can also increase the performance
of an FPGA based system because it permits the continued
operation of portions of the dynamic region unaffected by reconfiguration tasks. Therefore, it allows multiple applications
to be run in parallel on a single FPGA [36]. This property
also improves the hardware efficiency of the system as, where
separate devices were required, different tasks can now be
implemented on a single FPGA, reducing power consumption
and board dimensions. In addition, PDR reduces reconfiguration times due to the fact that only small modification are
made to the bitstream over time and the entire design does not
need to be reloaded for each change.
A study into the power consumption patterns of DPSR programming was conducted by Bonamy et al [9] to investigate
to what degree the sharing of silicon area between multiple
accelerators will help to reduce power consumption. However,
many parameters must be considered to assess whether the
performance improvement outweighs preventative factors such
as reconfiguration overhead, accelerator area and idle power
consumption and as such any gain can be difficult to evaluate.
Their results show complex variations in power usage at
different stages during reconfiguration that is dependent on
factors like the previous configuration and the contents of
the configured circuit. In response to these experiments, three
power models are proposed to help analyse the trade-off
between implementing tasks as dynamically reconfigurable, in
static configuration or in full software execution.
Despite clear benefits, several disadvantages become apparent with this form of reconfigurable technology. As was
shown above, the power consumption overhead associated
with programming new circuits can effectively imposed a
minimum size or usage time on circuits for implementation
to be validated. In addition, a baseline power and area cost
is also always created due to the large static region which
continuously consumes power and can contain unnecessary
hardware. Finally, the FPGA interconnect reduces the speed
and increases the power consumption of the circuit compared
to an ASIC implementation because of an increased gate count
required to give the system flexibility.
2) Composable and Partitionable Architectures: Partitioning and composition are techniques employed by some dynamically reconfigurable systems to provide adaptive parallel granularity [39]. Composition involves synthesising a larger logical
processor from smaller processing elements when higher performance computation or greater instruction or thread level
parallelism (ILP or TLP) is required. Partitioning on the other
hand will divide up a large design in the most appropriate
way and assign shared hardware resources to individual cores
to meet the needs of an application.
Composable Lightweight Processors (CLP) is an example of a flexible architectural approach to designing a Chip
Multiprocessor (CMP) where low-power processor cores can
be aggregated together dynamically to form larger singlethreaded processors [39]. The system has an advantage over
other reconfigurable techniques in that there are no monolithic structure spanning the cores which instead communicate
using a microarchitectural protocol. In tests against a fixedgranularity processor, the CLP has been shown to provide a
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42% performance improvement whilst being on average 3.4
times as area efficient and 2 times as power efficient.
Core Fusion is a similar technique to CLP in that it allows
multiple processors to be dynamically allocated to a single
instruction window and operated as if there were one larger
processor [40]. The main difference from CLP is that Core
Fusion operates on conventional RISC or CISC ISAs giving
it an advantage over CLP in terms of compatibility. However,
this also requires that the standard structures in these ISAs are
present and so can limit the scalability of the architecture.
3) Coarse Grained Reconfigurable Array Architectures:
Coarse-Grained Reconfigurable Array (CGRA) architectures
represent an important class of programmable system that
act as an intermediate state between fixed general purpose
processors and fine-grain reconfigurable FPGAs. They are
designed to be reconfigurable at a module or block level rather
than at the gate level in order to trade-off flexibility for reduced
reconfiguration time [41].
One example of a CGRA designed with energy efficiency as
the priority is the Ultra Low Power Samsung Reconfigurable
Processor (ULP-SRP) presented by Changmoo et al [42].
Intended for biomedical applications as a mobile healthcare
solution, the ULP-SRP is a variation of the ADRES processor
[43] and uses 3 run-time switch-able power modes and automatic power gating to optimise the energy consumption of
the device. Experimental results when running a low power
monitoring application show a 46.1% energy consumption
reduction compared to previous works.
III. C ASE S TUDY - PICO MIPS
In this section, we present the picoMIPS architecture as
an example of a minimal and energy efficient processor
implementation. The key points of the architecture will be
described and evaluated, showing how it is a novel concept in
minimal architecture synthesis. Developments are proposed to
the architecture, that can improve performance and maintain
energy efficiency, using the technologies described in the
previous section.
The picoMIPS architecture is foremost a RISC microprocessor with a minimised instruction set architecture (ISA).
Each implementation will contain only the necessary datapath
elements in order to maximise area efficiency as the priority.
For example, the instruction decoder will only recognise
instructions that the user specifies and the ALU will only
perform the required logic or arithmetic functions. Due to
the proportionality between logic gate count and power consumption, energy efficiency is also maximised in the processor
therefore the system is designed to perform a specific task in
the most efficient processor-based form.
By synthesising the picoMIPS as a microprocessor, a baseline configuration is established upon which functionality can
be added or removed, in the form of instructions or functions,
while incurring only minimal changes to the area consumption
of the design. If the task was implemented as a specific
dedicated hardware circuit, any changes to the functionality
could have a large influence on the area consumption of
the design. Figure 4 shows an example configuration for the

picoMIPS which can accommodate the majority of the simple
RISC instructions. It is a Harvard architecture, with separate
program and data memories, although the designer may choose
to exclude a data memory entirely. The user can also specify
the widths of each data bus to avoid unnecessary opcode bits
from wasting logic gates.
The principles of the picoMIPS processor have been implemented in a few projects to demonstrate the concept of
minimal architecture synthesis and how it can be used to
produce an application specific, energy efficient processor. The
discrete cosine transform (DCT) algorithm, a stage in JPEG
compression, was synthesised into a processor architecture
based on the picoMIPS concept. The resulting processor was
more area efficient than a GPP due to the removal of unnecessary circuitry however its functionality was also reduced
to performing only those functions which appear in the DCT
algorithm. The processor can also be compared to a dedicated
ASIC hardware implementation of the DCT algorithm. An
ASIC implementations have a much higher performance and
throughput of data however this is at the cost of area and
energy efficiency. The picoMIPS therefore represents a balance
between the two, sacrificing some performance for area and
energy efficiency benefits.
The picoMIPS has also been implemented to perform the
DCT and inverse DCT (IDCT) in a multi-core context [44]. A
homogeneous architecture was deployed with the same single
core structure, as in figure 4, being replicated 3 times. The
cores are connected via a data bus to a distribution module as
shown in figure 5 where block data is transferred to each core
in turn. This structure theoretically triples the throughput of
the system as it can process multiple data blocks in parallel.
As a microprocessor architecture, the picoMIPS can implement many of the technologies discussed in section II
in order to improve energy efficiency. Clock gating, power
domains and DVFS will all benefit the system however the
area overhead of implementing them must first be considered
as necessary. Pipeline balancing and caching can be integrated
into more complex picoMIPS architectures however these are
performance focused improvements and so are not priorities
in the picoMIPS concept. The expansion of the system to
multi-core is also one that can be employed to improve
performance. Moreover, a heterogeneous architecture could
be implemented to allow the picoMIPS to process multiple
different applications simultaneously using several tailored
ISAs. Reconfigurability can also be applied to picoMIPS to
create an architecture which can be specific to each application
that is executed, effectively creating a general purpose yet application specific processor. This property would require runtime synthesis algorithms to detect and develop the instructions
and functional units that are required, before executing the
application.
IV. C ONCLUSION
A new concept of variable-architecture application-specific
approach to embedded processor design has been presented.
Over the past few decades, the trend in processor architectures,
has evolved from single core to homogeneous multi-core and
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Fig. 4. An example implementation of the picoMIPS architecture.

Fig. 5. A Multi-core implementation of the picoMIPS architecture, reprinted
from [44].

into heterogeneous multi-core at the present. The proposed
approach lends itself easily to a multi or many core architecture design where the performance is improved by enabling the
simultaneous execution of threads independently on each core.
The basic core design, of a core datapath and accelerators,
may be replicated many times and integrated with some form
of interconnect. This may form a homogeneous many-core
processor, as all the cores are identical when no accelerators
are connect. However, the variable-architecture processor is
classed as a heterogeneous many-core processor due to the
ability of run-time reconfiguration to make each core specific
to the particular application that is currently executing on it
during normal operation. Moreover, per-core DVFS controls
can further differentiate each core using fine grain voltage and
frequency adjustments that will affect the power consumption
and performance of the core.
In addition to per-core DVFS control, an even finer granularity of control could be permitted through the use of
per-accelerator DVFS controls. This links in with the peraccelerator power domains feature which is the first step

towards DVFS control. This allows a range of operating modes
for each accelerator to allow fine tuning of the systems energy
consumption. Accelerators which feature in critical paths of
the architecture could be run at higher DVFS levels in order
to reduce their latency.
The core level in a many-core system is the smallest duplicative region of the design featuring individual cores that contain
their own core datapath and application specific accelerators.
An intermediate layer of shared accelerators is implemented
to allow neighbouring cores to share accelerators should they
required additional hardware support. This approach is similar
to core morphing, where cores are weak and strong in the
execution of different instruction types. These levels can also
form the basis for power domains so that a multi-level power
control system can be implemented to allow fine grain control
of the power consumption of the chip.
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SPICE Modeling and Simulation
of a MPPT Algorithm
Miona Andrejević Stošović, Marko Dimitrijević, Duško Lukač, and Vančo Litovski


Abstract—One among several equally important subsystems of
a standalone photovoltaic (PV) system is the circuit for maximum
power point tracking (MPPT). There are several algorithms that
may be used for it. In this paper we choose such an algorithm
based on the maximum simplicity criteria. Then we make some
small modifications to it in order to make it more robust. We
synthesize a circuit built out of elements from the list of elements
recognized by SPICE. The inputs are the voltage and the current
at the PV panel to DC-DC converter interface. Its task is to
generate a pulse width modulated pulse train whose duty ratio is
defined to keep the input impedance of the DC-DC converter at
the optimal value.

when looking at the system level but makes it difficult to
implement models of real components due to lack of proper
libraries.
Circuit simulation with SPICE [3] and SPICE-like software
enables easier data transfer to a PCB layout design tool so
making the design process continuous, reducing the format
translation activities, and minimizing the risk of error during
manipulation of data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A

TYPICAL standalone PV system is depicted in Fig. 1. As
seen from the figure, it contains the following main
subsystems: the PV panel, the line capacitor CL, the DC to DC
converter, the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
subsystem, the battery, and the load which is here represented
as a resistor RL.
Each part of the system may be realized in different
versions. For example there are several circuit architectures for
the DC to DC converter; there are different technologies
implemented for production of the batteries and, most
frequently, the load is a specific electronic system, e.g.
metrological measurement station, working remotely.
To design the complete system one has to have circuit
models of all subsystems and that is not the case. Namely, to
our knowledge there are no published circuit simulations of the
whole system. The published simulations are most frequently
behavioural using Matlab-Simulink [1,2] which is successful
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Fig. 1. System level schematic of a standalone PV system.

To our knowledge most of the parts of the PV system depicted in Fig. 1. are already modeled and simulated in SPICE
e.g. [4,5,6]. However, there are no published results reporting
SPICE modeling and simulation of the MPPT circuit. By creation of such a model, we expect, one will be capable to simulate and design the whole standalone system, hence the
importance of this work.
The paper is organized as follows. First we will describe the
basic properties of the PV panel from the sensitivity to
illumination and temperature point of view in order to
establish the feeling about the reason why the maximum power
point is migrating during the operation of the PV system.
Then, we will describe the most frequently used algorithm for
MPPT named Perturb and Observe (P&O), as described in
[7,8,9]. A minor improvement of the way how the algorithm is
expressed will be introduced leading to a Modified Perturb
and Observe (MP&O) algorithm. Finally, the SPICE model of
the MPPT and simulation results verifying the model reported
will be introduced.
II. MPPT ALGORITHM
Fig. 2. depicts the dependence of the photovoltaic power
produced by a PV panel on the voltage on it with the
illumination as a parameter [7]. As it may be seen the MPP
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migrates slightly due to the change of the output resistance of
the panel [10].
As a counterpart to this dependence the migration of the
MPP with temperature is shown in Fig. 3. [7]. Due to these
reasons every PV system is equipped with a specific circuitry
which controls the duty cycle of the pulse train controlling the
switches within the converter (inverter). These changes lead to
changes of the input resistance of the converter and if the
control is properly tailored the PV panel will be kept in a
position to deliver maximum power to the converter.
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Fig. 4. The perturb and observe algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Photovoltaic power versus panel voltage for different illumination
intensities.
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As already mentioned in Introduction there are several
techniques and algorithms enabling implementation of the idea
of tracking the MPP. Among them the most popular is the so
called Perturb and Observe (P&O) which is depicted in Fig. 4.
[8,9]. One may see from the figure that as a result a fixed
increment (positive or negative) of the PV panel voltage is
produced after each sampling period (of the voltage and the
power of the PV panel). In real circuit this increment is used as
information for a pulse width modulated (PWM) oscillator to
control its duty ratio.

Fig. 5. The modified perturb and observe algorithm.

There are four branches in this algorithm that lead to two
signs of the increment. If (Pk-Pk-1>0 and Vk-Vk-1>0) and if
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(Pk-Pk-1<0 and Vk-Vk-1<0) the increment is positive. The value
of the increment is negative if (Pk-Pk-1<0 and Vk-Vk-1>0) and
if (Pk-Pk-1>0 and Vk-Vk-1<0). By careful inspection one may
conclude that the sign of the increment is associated to the sign
of Qk=(Pk-Pk-1)(Vk-Vk-1). If Qk>0 the increment is positive
and if Qk<0 the increment is negative. This way of expression
simplifies the whole diagram and probably the electronic
circuitry implementing the algorithm.
Note that the algorithm is generating an increment no matter
how large the differences (Pk-Pk-1) and (Vk-Vk-1) are, which,
generally speaking, for small differences may lead to a duty
cycle becoming much larger than necessary which may even
be counterproductive i.e. it may leat to lead the quiescent point
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out of MPP region by "overshooting" it.
Having all that in mind we propose a modification of the
algorithm as depicted in Fig. 5. In this algorithm, after
calculation of Qk one first makes a comparison with a
threshold value Qref. If Qk is not larger than Qref there is no
need for perturbation i.e. for a change of the duty cycle. If it is
larger, only the sign of Qk is used to create the sign of the
voltage increment.
Note that the implementation of this idea may lead to an
additional benefit. Namely, by proper choice of Qref and V,
larger increments (V) may be implemented since overshooting is disabled. In other words one may expect faster
recovery of the MPPT.

Fig. 6. The SPICE schematic modelling the MPPT control circuit.

III. SPICE MODEL OF THE MPPT ALGORITHM
AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The SPICE implementation of the algorithm in Fig. 5. is
depicted in Fig. 6. Further we shortly describe its units.
First, since the measured output voltage (v) and current (i)
of the PV panel contain components that may be constant,
slowly time-varying (due to change of temperature,
illumination and the load) and very fast (due to the
commutation within the converter), we implement a filtering

function to eliminate the high frequency component. That is
done by a L-R low-pass filter as shown at the top left part of
the figure.
Next, we sample both the voltage and the power. It is done
by a sample and hold circuit that starts at Ts1s and ends at Ts1d.
The sampling circuitry is depicted in the top part of the figure
(associated with S1) while the timing diagram is given at the
bottom. After this operation the capacitors in these two circuits
memorize the sampled values of p1 and v1.
The next sampling takes place after a relatively long period
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which is adjustable based on how fast changes of temperature
and illuminations are expected. Here the sampling instant
(associated with S2) is denoted by Ts2s. So after Ts2d we have
two new samples: p2 and v2.
Having these four quantities we compute Q=(p2-p1)(v2-v1)
which is represented in Fig. 6. as a controlled voltage source.
That signal is contrasted to Qref and the result is brought to a
limiter so that vq takes (approximately) values 0, 1V and -1V,
only.
The resulting vq is used to create the voltage increment at
Cx. It is vx=k∙vq∙t/Cx, where t=Ts3d-Ts3s. This increment is
brought to one of the inputs of a comparator. The second input
of the comparator is excited by the output (voltage) signal of
an oscillator that produces symmetrical alternatively linearly
rising and linearly falling signal. The oscillation period is
equal to the switching period of the converter so that at the
output of the limiter connected to the comparator`s output one
gets pulse width modulated signal.
After completion of the sampling at S3, using S4 the sampled
values of v1, v2, p1, and p2, are erased and a new measurement
and control cycle is enabled. Here, to shorten the computer
time, a measurement/control period of 100 ms was used. In
real world that interval is supposed to be longer.
The following set of parameter values was used to enable
the simulation of the circuit in Fig. 6: a=1, r=1Ω, C=1µF,
L=1H, R=1kΩ, Qref=0.5V, Rs=10kΩ, Cs=0.9nF, k=10-3,
Cx=14.3mF, Ts1s=5ms, Ts1d=10ms, Ts2s=70ms, Ts2d=75ms,
Ts3s=85ms, Ts3d=90ms, Ts4s=95ms, Ts4d=100ms. No battery was
included in the system.
To illustrate the implementation of the algorithm an
example will be shown. Instead of getting the signals directly
from the PV panel, for verification purposes, we created two
signals as follows (Figs. 7 and 8):
v(t)=2+ sin(2π·50000·t)+sin(2π·0.5·t) [V]
i(t)=0.6+sin(2π·50000·t)+sin(2π·0.5·t+/2) [A].

Fig. 8. Input current signal.

These were used as excitation for the circuit in Fig. 6. Fig.
9. depicts the signal Q of Fig. 6. Finally, Fig. 10 illustrates the
dependence of the duty cycle at the output of the circuit in Fig.
6. It is clear that it follows the shape of Q. It also implements
the new version of the MPPT algorithm presented in Fig. 5.

(1a)
(1b)
Fig. 9. The Q=(p2-p1)(v1-v2) product.

In Figs. 11 and 12 pulses at the circuit output are given for
two different time instances. We can see that pulse width
dramatically changes in time, which was in fact the goal.

Fig. 7. Input voltage signal.
Fig. 10. Dependence of the duty cycle at the output of the circuit of Fig. 6.
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algorithm. Future implementations of these achievements are
expected in the simulation of the system performance under
dynamic changes of the load extended with a super- capacitor
charging system.
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Fig. 11. Output of the circuit of Fig. 6- case 1.

Fig. 12. Output of the circuit of Fig. 6- case 2.

CONCLUSION
An improvement was proposed to the existing MPPT
algorithm since a drawback was noticed in it. To verify the
new idea SPICE simulation of the whole system containing the
PV panel, the line capacitor, the converter, and a resistive
load, was performed. A specific contribution of this paper is an
original SPICE model of the subsystem performing the MPPT
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Abstract—The main objective of this paper is to present a new
method of predictive maintenance which can detect the states of
coal grinding mills in thermal power plants using Bayesian
networks. Several possible structures of Bayesian networks are
proposed for solving this problem and one of them is implemented
and tested on an actual system. This method uses acoustic signals
and statistical signal pre-processing tools to compute the inputs of
the Bayesian network. After that the network is trained and
tested using signals measured in the vicinity of the mill in the
period of 2 months. The goal of this algorithm is to increase the
efficiency of the coal grinding process and reduce the
maintenance cost by eliminating the unnecessary maintenance
checks of the system
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I. INTRODUCTION

C

based maintenance (CBM) is a maintenance
technique widely used in the industry today. It uses data
collected through condition monitoring to advise whether
maintenance is necessary, and thus reduces maintenance cost
of the system [1]. Many of the maintenance techniques that are
currently implemented are using a certain type of time-based
preventive maintenance, where the components of the system
are checked regularly after a certain period of time to ensure
that no serious fault has occurred. This kind of maintenance is
being conducted on ventilation mills in thermal power plants
where, due to the inability to predict the state of the coal
grinding plate within the mill, the entire subsystem needs to be
periodically stopped and inspected. This paper proposes a new
method of predictive maintenance which can detect the state of
the plates within the mills based on the acoustic signals
ONDITION

measured in the vicinity of the mill, using Bayesian networks
(BN).
Bayesian networks have been widely used for the purpose of
predictive maintenance in the last few years. Since their
introduction in the mid 80’s [2] they have experienced a rapid
development in many areas of research. Also, due to their
ability to represent complex systems in which high amount of
uncertainty exists, they have proven themselves to be superior
to other methods such as neural networks, support vector
machines, etc. In this paper several BN structures will be
proposed which serve to model the states and the behaviors of
ventilation mills, and one of them will be tested on actual
acoustic measurements.
There are many examples of fault detection algorithms
which are based on the measurements of vibration signals of
the machines ([3] and [4], to name a few). However, it has
long since been shown that acoustic measurements can be as
informative as vibration signals when it comes to detecting the
faults in machines [5]. The usage of acoustic signals in fault
detection has expanded during the last decade [6], however
they are still considered to be a lesser alternative to vibration
signals, due to their high susceptibility to surrounding noise. In
this paper acoustic signals acquired in a very noisy
environment will be used to test the efficiency of a simple
Bayesian network for the detection of states in the ventilation
mills. More complex realizations of the solution to the
problem will be proposed as well.
This paper is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 a short
introduction to Bayesian Networks is presented, while in
Chapter 3 some practical realizations of BNs which can be
used for fault detection are proposed. Chapter 4 describes the
system on which the algorithms have been tested, as well as
the process of acquiring acoustic signals. In Chapter 5 the
results of the algorithm are presented and in Chapter 6 the final
conclusions to this paper are stated.
II. BAYESIAN BELIEF NETWORKS
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Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) is a term introduced in
1980s by Jude Pearl [2] in an attempt to create a mathematical
probabilistic tool capable of modeling and reproducing the
process of human reasoning. The basic idea was to reproduce
the way in which people accumulate information from
different sources and use it to develop conclusions about
certain ideas. During the last decade Bayesian networks have
become a very powerful tool for representation of complex
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systems and it has been used in many areas of research
including fault detection and fault isolation [7], [8].

Fig. 1. A simple Bayesian network which consists of 4 nodes (X1, X2, X3 and
X4) and three connections between them.
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events. Nods represent the probabilistic variables which can be
continuous or discrete. Connections between nodes represent
the probabilistic dependencies among certain variables. A
simple type of Bayesian network is shown in Fig. 1. Here an
edge from node X1 to node X3 and from nodes X1 and X2 to
node X4 represent a statistical dependence between the
corresponding variables. Therefore a value taken by a variable
X4 depends on the values taken by variables X1 and X2. Nodes
X1 and X2 are then referred to as the parents of X4 and,
similarly, X4 is referred to as the child of X1 and X2. In general,
for the network with n nodes: X1, X2,..., Xn, the joint
probability can be expressed as
n

P( X 1 , X 2 ,..., X n )   P( X i | pa( X i )) ,

(3)

i 1

A. Bayesian Theorem
Bayesian networks apply Bayesian theorem on complex
systems to calculate conditional probabilities of certain events
or hypothesis when a new evidence is obtained. Bayesian
theorem was coined by Thomas Bayes in the 18th century and
it can be formulated as
P( H n | E ) 

P( H n ) P( E | H n )
.
P( E )

(1)

Here P( H n | E ) is a posterior probability of hypothesis

H n when evidence E is known. P( H n ) and P( E ) are prior
probabilities of hypothesis and evidence, respectively, and

P( E | H n ) is the probability of evidence E given the
hypothesis H n . The great advantage of Bayes' theorem is that
it allows us to easily calculate conditional probabilities based
on the corresponding prior probabilities. In this case, if H n is,
for example, a certain fault, and E is evidence or a symptom
of a fault, than P( H n ) and P( E | H n ) can be more easily
obtained from the survey or maintenance data, than the
conditional probability of a fault given the evidence.
If we assume that i denotes a specific hypothesis H i , then
(1) can be rewritten using the rule of total probability, where
the summation is taken over all hypotheses H i which are
mutually exclusive and their prior probabilities sum up to 1.
The final form is given as
P( H n | E ) 

P( H n ) P( E | H n )
.
iP( H i ) P( E | H i )

(2)

This is called inference and it represents the basic idea of
how the inserted evidence spreads throughout Bayesian
networks.
B. Topology of Bayesian Network
Bayesian network is an acyclic probabilistic graph which
contains a set of nodes and directed connections between them
and it is used to represent the knowledge about uncertain

where pa ( X i ) is a set of parents of the node X i .
There are many types of nodes which can be chosen for any
given Bayesian network. However, in practice only two types
of variables are used: discrete and continuous Gaussian. This
is because only for these two types of nodes can the exact
computation of conditional probabilities be done [9].
Similarly, the discrete variables cannot have continuous
parents if the exact computation is required. Therefore, there
are three different combinations of nodes for the parent-child
relationship and three different methods for calculating
conditional probabilities. If discrete variables have discrete
parents, their conditional probabilities are expressed via
conditional probability table. For example, if both X1 and X3
from Fig. 1 are discrete variables, with n and m different
possible states respectively, their conditional probability table
would have n x m entries of conditional probabilities

P( X 3  x3i | X1  x1k ) , where x3i is the i-th state of node X3
and x1k the k-th state of the node X1. On the other hand, if X3
was a Gaussian continuous variable and X1 its discrete parent,
the conditional probability distribution would be Gaussian as
well [9].
C. The Learning Process
There are two ways of calculating parameters of Bayesian
network, as well as the structure. One is based on an expert
knowledge of the system and the other on machine learning
using experimental results. These two approaches can be used
jointly or individually.
Assuming that the expert knowledge of the system is
unavailable and that Bayesian network needs to be taught its
structure and parameters, there are several ways in which this
can be achieved. Structure learning itself is much more
complicated than the parameter learning and we will not dwell
on it further in this paper. For all intents and purposes we will
assume that the structure of the Bayesian network is known
and that only the parameters need to be taught.
In the case when all the nodes (variables) of the system are
observable, the most common algorithm for machine learning
of the Bayesian network is the log likelihood approach. Here
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the goal is to learn all of the conditional probability densities
which maximize the likelihood of the training data. That is to

Fig. 2. Bayesian network with one measured continuous node (X3), one
hidden discrete node (X2) and one discrete node which represents the state of
impact plates and which cannot be directly measured (X 1).

say that if we have Bayesian network B  ( S , p) with defined
structure S and parameters p, and where D is a set of training
data with the values of all the parameters p of network B, then
the goal is to maximize the likelihood, i.e. the probability of
the data d given the Bayesian network B:
L   P(d | B ) ,

(4)

d D

or as it is more commonly expressed in logarithmic form:
LL 

 log

d D

2

P( d | B) .

(5)

If by any chance there is a choice of several Bayesian
network models, it is wise to adopt the model which gives the
maximum likelihood given the data obtained.
Usually however, not all the parameters can be measured,
and some connections between the nodes must be modeled
with unobservable variables. In such cases the exact log
likelihood approach cannot be used and the approximate
parameter estimation must be conducted. The most popular
approximate algorithm for teaching the Bayesian network with
hidden nodes is the Expectations maximization (EM)
algorithm. This algorithm consists of two steps. In the first
step, called the expectation step, the current parameter
estimations p̂ are used to calculate expectations for the
missing values of hidden variables. Then, in the second step
called the maximization step, a new maximum likelihood
estimate of the parameters is calculated after which the
algorithm goes back to the previous step. This continues
throughout the entire training set.
III. APPLICATION OF BAYESIAN NETWORK IN PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE
The fundamental problem with Bayesian networks is
deciding which model adequately represents the system which
is observed. First of all, the variables used in the system need

to be chosen. They can represent some physical, measurable
property of the system or some unknown interference which

Fig. 3. Hidden Markov model represented with Bayesian networks. XiS are the
states of the system and XiM are the measurements of the system. All the
variables are continuous Gaussian and visible.

cannot be measured. Then, the decision needs to be made
concerning the type of the chosen variables. They can be
discrete or continuous, visible or hidden. Secondly, the
question of the structure of the Bayesian network should be
decided upon. This is the most important and the most
complex question. The types of structures which can be
represented with Bayesian networks are vast, and the only
limit one faces when choosing them is the knowledge of the
causal relationships within the physical system and the
complexity sufficient to solve the given problem. In this
chapter several structures will be proposed for solving the
problem of detecting the states of ventilation mills.
A. The Simple Static Model
The simplest Bayesian network that can be used for
detecting the state of the mill is shown in Fig. 1. Circles
represent continuous-valued random variables, squares are
discrete random variables, clear boxes represent observed
nodes and gray boxes represent hidden nodes. This network
contains only 3 nodes (variables), two of which are discrete
and one of which is continuous Gaussian.
The basic idea is that the measurements taken outside of the
mill are directly influenced by the state of the impact plates
within the mill and by a hidden variable which is modeled as a
discrete node. This hidden, immeasurable node can represent
an outside noise, unknown component of the system or some
other feature which does not necessarily need to have a
physical interpretation. The state of the plates X1 is modeled as
a discrete node with 2 states: healthy plates and worn plates.
The measured signal which is represented by the node X3 is a
two-dimensional Gaussian variable.
B. Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Markov model (HMM) can be modeled as a simple
dynamic Bayesian network, where the next state of the system
depends on the previous state and the state transition
probabilities, and where the states themselves are not directly
measured. However, even though the states cannot be
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Fig. 4. Complex dynamical BN model. XiS are the states of the system, XiM are the measurements of the system and XiH. are the hidden variables of the system
which cannot be observed or detected. All the nodes are continuous and Gaussian.

measured, they influence the measurements of the system
which are then used to infer the state in which the system is in.
Hidden Markov models are used for a very broad range of
systems and one such model (Fig. 3) can be used to infer the
states of the impact plates in ventilation mills.
In Fig. 3, XiS represents a state node and XiM a measurement
node. All of the variables are chosen to be continuous and
visible (that is to say, information on states and measurements
can be used when training the network). In this case 3
continuous states are chosen: the state of healthy plates (X1S ),
the state when the plates are used but not damaged enough, so
the repair is not necessary (X2S ) and the state which represents
worn plates (X3S ) and which indicates that the repair should be
done as soon as possible.
Note that the transition between states is modeled so that the
state deteriorates up until a point when the plates have to be
replaced, and only then can the state return to the initial value
of healthy plates. Also, each state influences the appropriate
measurement of the system, but due to noise and
inconsistencies it can appear as a measurement of the adjacent
state as well (presented by dotted lines in Fig. 3).
A. The Complex Dynamical Model
As we have noted, HMM are broadly used to model all sorts
of systems in many areas of research. However, they represent
only a simple usage of dynamic Bayesian network which can
easily be modified to include more complex demands of the
system. One such modification is proposed in Fig 4, where the
mixture of first two solutions to Bayesian network models is
implemented. Here the one-way transition between the states is
included as well as the influence of the unknown, hidden
variable on the measurements of the system.
IV. CASE STUDY
In the previous chapter some possible structures of Bayesian
networks were proposed that can be used for predictive
maintenance. The actual process on which one of these
solutions will be tested is a ventilation mill in thermal power

plant Kostolac A (Serbia) and it will be described in this
chapter. Also, the process of acquiring and pre-processing of
acoustic signals used in simulations will be depicted.
A. Ventilation Mill
Coal grinding mills are a very important subsystem of
thermal power plants. Their main purpose is to pulverize the
coal into fine powder before it can get into the furnace. The
mill itself consists of coal grinding plates (also called impact
plates) which rotate within it with the frequency of fr=12.5Hz
and are used to crush the coal into smaller pieces until it gets
sufficiently fragmented. After that it drifts into the furnace
system where it is used as a fuel.
During the grinding process the impact plates get slowly
depleted and their efficiency reduces. In the early stages this
causes them to pulverize the coal more slowly, but if the plates
are not changed for a long period of time it can cause a
complete malfunction of the milling subsystem in thermal
power plants. Some algorithms for solving this problem have
already been proposed [10]. Currently this problem is being
solved by employing a type of time based maintenance, which
implies stopping the entire subsystem once every 8 or 9 weeks,
conducting visual inspection of the plates and, if it is deemed
necessary, replacement of the plates with the new ones. This
can be very costly if the overhaul was concluded not to be
necessary.
In this paper a new algorithm will be tested which uses
acoustic signals recorded in the vicinity of the mill, while the
mill is operating mode, and Bayesian networks to determine
the state of the impact plates, i.e. whether the replacement is
necessary or not.
B. Acoustic Signals
Acoustic signals were recorded in the vicinity of the mill
while it was in operating mode. The measurements were
conducted every couple of weeks in the period of two months,
thus encompassing the entire life cycle of the plates, from the
moment they were replaced to the moment when they were
completely depleted. These signals were recorded with the
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sampling frequency of fs=48kHz and 24bit encryption.
Approximately once every two weeks an acoustic signal has
been measured, which has afterward been divided into 20-30
shorter signals.
For the training and testing of the Bayesian network the
sampling period was downsized to 4.8kHz, Also, certain
features were extracted from the signal which were later used
in the decision making process. These features are the basic
properties of the signal in time and frequency domain. Eight
features in time domain are chosen as characteristic parameters
of the signal [3]:
 Arithmetic mean value:

x

1
N



 Root mean square value: xrms   1
N

N
i 1

x(i )
1/2


i 1 x2 (i) 
N

2

 Square mean root value: xr   1  N x(i ) 1/2 
i 1
N

1
N
3
 Skewness index: xske     x(i)  x   / xv3/2
i 1
N

1
N


 Kurtosis index: xkur     x(i)  x  4  / xv2
i 1
N

 C factor: C  PP / xrms

For the testing of this algorithm the Bayesian Network
depicted in Fig. 2 is used. The first variable (X1) represents the
true state of the system and is chosen to be a discrete variable
with two possible states - healthy and worn plates. The second
variable (X2) is a hidden variable and it does not have a
specific physical meaning. It represents the noise in the
surroundings that can influence the measurements, as well as
unknown parameters of the system that were not otherwise
included in the model. It is also chosen to be a discrete
variable with two possible states. Finally, the third variable
(X3) represents the measured output of the system, or in this
case, a parameter Y gained by signal pre-processing techniques
described in the previous chapter. This variable is chosen to be
continuous and Gaussian. With this in mind, the joint
probability of this Bayesian network is:
P( X 1 , X 2 , X 3 )  P( X 3 | X 1 , X 2 ) P( X 2 | X 1 ) P( X 1 ) . (7)

 L factor: L  PP / xr
 S factor: S  xrms / x
where xv is the variance of the signal x and PP is peak-to-peak
value of the signal. Also, eight features in the frequency
domain were chosen as the most dominant components in the
frequency spectrum of the signal, in the same way it has been
done in [10]. They represent the maximum value of the
amplitude frequency spectrum of the signal at the frequencies:
f   25 37.5 50 62.5 125 250 375 500 Hz.

After extracting these features a vector of 16 elements is
acquired for each of the measured signals. To reduce the
dimension of this vector and therefore reduce the amount of
variables needed for the Bayesian network, a linear dimension
reduction algorithm is applied which transforms a 16dimentional vector X into a two-dimentional vector Y [11]:
T
Y2 x1  A16
x 2 X 2 x1 .

V. RESULTS

(6)

The matrix A is chosen so to minimize the loss of
information by maximizing the distance of two extreme classes
- the class of healthy and the class of worn plates. This matrix
1

is acquired by maximizing the criteria J  tr ( SW S B ) where
SW is a within-class scatter matrix and S B is a between-class
scatter matrix, as defined in [11], and applied in [3]. After this
procedure has been implemented, the 2-dimensional vector of
features Y is used as an input to a Bayesian network.

The idea is to calculate the probability of each of the states
in X1 given the measurements X3.
Learning and testing procedures for this Bayesian network
are done in a programming package Matlab, using toolbox for
Bayesian networks created by [9]. For a training set, the
signals taken slightly before and slightly after the change of
plates were chosen, representing the two extreme states of the
mill. Since there is a hidden node within the system, the EM
learning algorithm is applied. The testing is done on all the
signals. No initial assumptions about the conditional
probabilities were made, so only after the learning process has
been completed, the conditional probability table for all the
nodes had been constructed. The testing has been done in two
ways - real time and offline testing.
In average of every two weeks, a recording has been
conducted, enabling us to acquire around 30 acoustic signals,
thus giving us a complete database of a over 120 signals
throughout the entire lifespan of the grinding plates. In order
to test this algorithm in real time, all these signals have been
artificially merged so to appear as though the seconds have
passed between different measurement sessions, when indeed
it has actually been weeks. However, despite the artificially
created sudden changes in the state of the mill (which are
realistically much slower) the algorithm tested in real-time has
shown some very good results.
From Fig. 5 it can be concluded that this simple Bayesian
network can successfully detect the states of the grinding
plates. Two weeks after they have been changed the algorithm
detects that the plates are completely healthy, 5 weeks after the
change the deterioration of the plates becomes noticeable, and
the Bayesian network detects 25% probability that the plates
are worn. After 6 weeks this percentage increases to 50%,
whereas after 8 weeks the algorithm reports with 100%
certainty that the plates need to be replaced. In order to
prevent sudden changes in real time testing environment, the
output of the Bayesian network is averaged over the last 10
time periods (each of which lasts 15 seconds). It can be noted
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Fig. 5. Results of a real-time test. Bayesian network has managed to calculate
the probability for grinding plates to belong to each of the defined states, for
each of the measured signals.

that a sudden change in the state of the plates cannot be
detected in a very short period of time. It is needed
approximately 4 minutes (15 time periods) for the algorithm to
converge to the right state.
Another way of testing this algorithm, which may be more
useful when taking into account the nature of the problem, is in
an offline simulation. In this case the simulation has been run
only after all the signals that day have been recorded. Seeing
that the sudden changes in the state of the plates cannot
happen, this is a more appropriate way to use this algorithm. It
does not require the constant presence of the recording device
which can be used once every week or so for a couple of hours
to predict whether the maintenance check is necessary. The
results are given in Fig. 6 and they are similar to those
obtained with a real-time test.

Fig. 6. Results of offline testing. The probability that the grinding plates are
damaged is calculated for each day of the measurements. The further the
measurements are from the last repair the higher is the probability that the
plates need to be changed.

method is that it uses acoustic signals which can be acquired
without disturbing the operation of the mill. Unfortunately, this
also means that the algorithm is highly susceptible to noise and
acoustic disturbances. However, even with these drawbacks
the algorithm developed here yields very good results despite
the fact that the simplest BN model has been adopted and the
measured signals had a noticeable presence of noise
In future works more complex models of Bayesian networks
that include the dynamic behavior of the transition between the
states of the system should be tested. Also a better database of
the signals should be acquired. Finally it would be interesting
to test the algorithm on acoustic signals gained with a cheaper
microphone which is commercially more available.
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prototyped and verified using FPGAs. In [2] the development
of USB peripheral core on the FPGA is described. USB
protocol analyzer and the core were implemented for
verification. For example, only UTMI logic can be designed
using VHDL code, then simulated, synthesized and
programmed to the targeted FPGA [3]. But the drawback of
both approaches [2], [3] is that designed components were not
fully validated in complete USB system (including host, USB
SW stack, etc.).

CPU

Index Terms—Co-simulation, FPGA, System C, QEMU, USB
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE Universal Serial Bus (USB) is a fast, bidirectional,
low-cost, dynamically attachable communication interface
consistent with the requirements of the present microelectronic
platforms [1]. It is widely used in the huge number of
instruments and devices, which include personal computers,
digital cameras, scanners, image devices, printers, keyboards,
mice, telephones, embedded systems, systems on a chip (SoC),
etc. Fig. 1 shows the high-level architecture diagram of USB
controller within a typical system.
Field programmable gate array (FPGA) based techniques
can be used for verification and functional debuging in design
flow of USB IPs. In this approach, hardware core is mapped
onto an emulation platform, based on an FPGA that mimics
the behavior of the final chip, and the software modules are
loaded into the memory of the emulation platform. Once
programmed, the emulation platform enables testing and
debugging of hardware (HW) and software (SW) components,
close to system’s full operational speed. In fact, FPGAs are
used primarily to speed up testing and make some parts of the
verification easier. Various components of USB system can be
Manuscript received 13 April 2014. Accepted for publication 30 May
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Abstract—This paper describes a new verification environment
for USB 2.0 controller. New methodology is presented, where a
co-simulation environment is used as one of the starting points for
the embedded hardware/software development and as an
accelerator of the overall design process. The verification
environment is based on the device emulation/virtualization
technique, using USB controller’s real register transfer level
(RTL) instead of models. This approach is functionally very close
to the corresponding real-world devices and allows wider
opportunities for hardware debugging. The new software utilities
for USB host and device functionality testing are also presented.
This tool allows generating custom tests by including various
transfer types and modifying parameters such as data payload,
interval, number of pipes, etc. It can be used for both hardware
(HW) and software (SW) limitations characterization, as well as
debugging.

SSRAM

Fig.1. System-Level Block diagram including USB controller.

Another drawback of FPGA based HW verification can be
relatively slow debugging of signals, when some problem in
register transfer level (RTL) emerges. If the developer wants
to look at some signals generated in the core, he needs to
perform some modifications in RTL, connect appropriate
wires to the debug pins of chip, resynthesize logic, connect
analyzing osciloscope tools like Logic Analyzer and trigger the
signals or use JTAG cable to connect to FPGA and store
necessary signals in RAM memory supported (which requires
more resources) and finaly study signals from this store point.
If the developer is trying to proceed directly with RTL
validation in real system using FPGAs, problems can occur
with the absence of other USB system’s components (USB
PHY chip, programmable processor of SoC, memory access
unit, etc.).
On the other hand, in order to actually validate and use the
implemented USB hardware in applications running by SoC or
some other system, the software layer that encapsulates the
underlying hardware and provides the application developer
defined API (at minimum it is the so called hardware driver or
the hardware abstraction layer; often it contains more software
layers like OS modules) should be developed. Thus, only
hardware subcomponents (in this case USB IP core licensed
by suppliers) become a combination of hardware and software.
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In this case, bare USB hardware IP is not enough.
Development of this software usually starts when the hardware
part is finished (or almost finished) and can be prototyped in
an FPGA device. This may considerably extend the project
timeframe. Early software development based on virtual
prototyping is getting more popular at system level, but in the
IP development it has not become a common practice yet. To
overcome the above mentioned problems, the necessity arises
to have a complete emulation and simulation environment for
USB coreduring controller design flow, .
II. BACKGROUND OF KNOWN METHODS FOR SIMULATION AND
VALIDATION OF USB CONTROLLER
SystemC [4], [5] has solved many of the software-hardware
co-simulation issues today, and software based verification
perfectly supports the new IP packaging requirements (i.e.
requirement to deliver hardware dependent software along
with the hardware component). Therefore, to design a USB
controller HW in a faster manner and to begin the
development of necessary drivers in the first stage of the
design, various modeling and verification methods have been
suggested. In [6] USB device simulation using Microsoft
Device Simulation Framework (DSF) is presented, which
allows quick construction of a virtual mass storage USB
device having final RTL architecture, but DSF does not
provide sufficient capabilities for USB simulation and
validation, and offers only smoke tests (i.e. file copy from and
to). Paper [7] describes the way of simulation and validation
system design for USB peripheral device’s Verilog HDL code
using SmartModel tools which include functions of USB 2.0
host and UTMI. This environment tests main functions of
device peripheral without SW stack (Start of Frame packet
generation, handling of Split transfers, ping protocol, etc.).
Paper [8] presents the USB host controller verification
environment using Transaction Level modeling (TLM), but
this environment actually does not cooperate with RTL, nor
USB host software, delivered as the final package to the user.
Only in [9] an example is given of design flow that includes
real HW (described in RTL language) validation with SW
stack. Here, SystemC TLM is used for hardware architecture
definition and preliminary SW development, in the first step.
RTL verification and prototyping is the next step. User-level
test is done only after USB RTL prototyping to the FPGA.
In this paper, a new approach to HW/SW co-simulation and
verification technique is proposed, using two entries of USB
Super-Speed (SS) core acting as a host and device. It allows
testing and validation of Verilog HDL code of USB core
together with depending software (SW) drivers, whole Linux
USB stack, running real user level applications (for either
smoke or stress tests, or specific protocol testing means [10]),
which makes simulation very close to real testing and
debugging. The main role of the simulation environment is to
make the USB controller work in real physical world
conditions prior to implementation on FPGA or ASIC. The
USB host and device controllers are attached to the emulated

x86 PCs running 3.6.3 Linux kernel using PCI bus. The
simulation environment provides full access to all signals of
RTL, during and after simulation. The possibility of capturing
and analyzing data packets sent and received over USB bus is
also provided. PC systems are emulated using QEMU open
source virtualization software which works straightforwardly
with verification environment, considering it as a combination
of two real-world Linux systems connected to each other via
USB. Another important advantage of this method is that the
other USB controller (EHCI, OHCI, USB 3.0 xHCI) RTL
codes can be easily integrated into verification environment as
well, after specific changes in Verilog source code of USB
PHY model. As Linux OS runs on emulated PC, the validation
of these controllers with corresponding drivers included in
Linux kernel becomes suitable and does not require any
specific changes in the SW stack.
The testing of complete USB hardware and software
environment is performed using certification tools – USB CV,
USB GoldenTree environment, WHCK, etc. [11], [12]. A
majority of these tools run on the final product and cannot be
used during early stages of the USB controller design. For
Linux systems there is a combination of ustbtest class and
g_zero gadget drivers [10], which allow generating traffic on
the various pipes of the host and device controllers either on
final product or using co-simulation environment. Actually,
this tool is for USB 2.0 mode only and does not allow testing
various configurations and interfaces, changes of test
parameters, etc. This paper also presents new testing tool
integrated within suggested co-simulation environment that
provides flexible interface for generating custom tests running
in USB 2.0 and 3.0 modes, gathering statistics on the test
results and observing failures.
III. QEMU VIRTUALIZATION SOFTWARE
QEMU [11] is a processor emulator that relies on dynamic
binary translation in order to achieve a reasonable speed.
QEMU is easy to port on new host CPU architectures. In
conjunction with CPU emulation, it also provides a set of
device models, ensuring possibility to run a variety of
unmodified guest operating systems. It can thus be viewed as a
hosted virtual machine monitor. It also provides an accelerated
mode for supporting a mixture of binary translation (for kernel
code) and native execution (for user code). It has two main
modes of operation [12], [13]:
 User mode emulation - QEMU can launch processes on
CPUs that are compiled on another CPU. It is used to ease
cross compilation or cross-debugging.
 Full system emulation - QEMU emulates a full system (for
example PC), including processors and several peripherals.
The second mode is used to launch different kinds of
operating systems on the same PC, as virtual machines. This
mode is used to build co-simulation environment. One of the
main advantages of QEMU is the fact that it runs in user space.
There is no kernel module and therefore no adherence with the
host system. It is executed like any other application. QEMU
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The main difference and novelty of this approach from
known verification/simulation methods is that the real RTL
implementation of the core (not TLM or any other model of
the controller) is co-simulated using virtualization, giving a
chance to perform complete functionality tests on USB IP.
The simplified block diagram of co-simulation environment
is presented in the Fig 2. Two entries of SS RTL core are
interconnected via PHY model, written in Verilog. Advanced
High-performance Bus Verification IP (AHB VIP) performs
memory read/write actions between the system and the USB
controller
(handling
any
action
regarding
data
reception/sending, direct memory access (DMA) actions,
control and status registers (CSR) read write, etc.). Using
QEMU, two x86 based PC systems are emulated as host and
device, and both work with implemented Direct Programming
Interface (DPI) which allows higher level Linux/QEMU C
code to communicate with Verilog/Vera implementation and
vice versa. User-level application, device and host drivers as
well as Linux OS make the software layer of environment.
User level USB testing application is registered on the driver
and installed in Linux.
One of the main components of designed verification
environment is the DPI layer, serving as a bridge between
SVerilog/Vera and C code domains. DPI consists of two
layers: A SVerilog/Vera Layer and a C language layer. Both
layers are isolated from each other. DPI allows direct interlanguage function calls between the SVerilog/Vera and C
language. The functions implemented in C language are called
from SVerilog/Vera and such functions are called Import
functions. Similarly, functions implemented in SVerilog/Vera
code domain can be called from C language, such functions
are called Export functions. DPIs allow data transfer between
two domains through function arguments. The main functions
of DPI are forward DMA reads and writes initiated by RTL to
memory in ‘C’ domain, report interrupt status to ‘C’ domain,
execute processor (‘C’ domain) Read/Write to registers inside
the core, control advancing simulation time while performing
one of these actions. In Fig. 3 the common mechanism of DPI
implementation is shown. For example dma_read function that
is implemented in C code domain should be imported to

User-level
application

Slave

IV. PROPOSED USB RTL/SW CO-SIMULATION APPROACH

SVerilog/Vera code, and correspondingly after implementing
ahb_read_vr task in SVerilog/Vera file, it should be exported
there and declared as extern function in C code. The main
specific thing here is that requests from SVerilog/Vera domain
to ‘C’ domain have highest priority and are implemented as
blocking statements. They must be executed in ‘0’ simulation
time.

Master

is a layer oriented application. The highest layer in QEMU is
the lowest layer for the system inside the emulator (i.e. the
hardware).
Basically, QEMU supports various processor architectures
but in terms of this task Intel x86 is used. QEMU can emulate
several hardware controllers such as CD-ROM, IDE hard disk
interface, parallel and serial port, sound card, USB controller,
etc. QEMU also emulates a PCI UHCI USB controller. User is
able to virtually plug virtual USB devices or real host USB
devices and emulator will automatically create and connect
virtual USB hubs which is necessary to connect multiple USB
devices. This is based on QEMU internal models of UHCI
controller, and it allows to validate real USB controller.
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SS Device

Frame Generator
Fig. 2 Block diagram of co-simulation environment.

C domain



void dma_read(int addr, int* value) { };
extern void ahb_read_vr(int*data, int addr, int
length)

SVerilog/Vera domain



import "DPI" context task dma_read(integer addr,
var integer value);
export "DPI" task ahb_read_vr { };

Fig. 3 Direct Programming Interface.

Co-simulation environment runs in three processes
simultaneously: VCS simv, QEMU host, and QEMU device.
The flow of building and running developed environment is
shown in Fig. 4. It consists of the following major steps:
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• Compiling Linux kernel, QEMU C-sources using gcc.
Compile RTL sources of USB controller, SS PHY model using
VCS tool, integrate DPI (result will be simv simulation
executable).
• Compiling and installing the developed driver for USB
controller, setup USB user level testing utilities.
• Running three threads on Linux machine: QEMU Host,
QEMU Device and simv executable (HW simulation)
• Loading SW modules on QEMU emulated devices, run
user-specified tests,
• Debugging with the use of VPD file (signal diagrams
from RTL simulation are shown in Fig. 5), console logs.
Linux, QEMU C
code compilation

USB core RTL, SS PHY model,
vera source compilation

Controller driver,
testing application
compilation

simv executable
creation

emulated PCs have fully functional SS USB controller on their
disposal. While loading core drivers on both sides, OS are
requesting recourses using communication interface with PCI
registered devices (mapping memory, interrupt line allocation,
driver registering in OS, etc.) and proceeds with USB cores
initialization. Afterwards USB host detects device connection,
notifies upper layers of Linux USB stack and initiates USB
bus reset to begin enumeration. After successfully passing
enumeration, user level USB testing application can be
executed in this environment to validate USB core RTL/SW
combination.

Fig.5. Signal diagrams from RTL simulation on USB core.

V. USER LEVEL USB TESTING APPLICATION
Run threads of QEMU Host and devi ce, simv
simulation

Load SW modules on
Linux OS of QEMU
devices

Implemented test tool consists of three modules – test
application, class driver and gadget driver. The last one is
loaded on the device side of the USB environment and the first
two are executed on the host side. The architecture of the
implemented test environment is shown in Fig. 6.

Host
USB
Enumeration
success

Run User specified tests
on USB core RTL/SW

Result analysis and debug
(console logs, VPD
diagrams)

Fig. 4 Co-simulation environment setup and run flow.

It is important to note that after running QEMU host and
device threads, third thread responsible for running simv
executes simulation of the whole Verilog/Vera code domain
including USB core RTL. On both systems SS USB core is
registered on PCI bus and system times are synchronized with
simulation time to ensure absence of concurrencies between
them and RTL simulation time. At this point, virtually






EHCI Host Controller
XHCI Host Controller
Test module
User Interface

Device
 Test Gadget
 PCD

Fig. 6 Testing application architecture.

Test application provides the command line user interface
for test cases execution. Test application parses the command
line options, analyzes the test parameter values, checks
availability of the corresponding pipes and sends appropriate
commands to the Linux test class module for further test
execution and final results reporting.. The mentioned class
driver is the interface between test application and USB Host
controller driver. Class driver creates USB transfer blocks,
submits USB requests to the USB core with defined
communication protocol, and report results to test application
after completion. The implemented testing gadget driver
submits transfer requests to the underlying Peripheral
Controller Driver (PCD) and handles their completion. The
gadget driver is responsible for data verification for OUT
transfers and for data generation in IN transfer mode. There
are also loop back mode tests, when the host writes the data to
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TEST_SETUP

The host sets the test
parameters.

TEST_STAT

The device will return the Test
Case status.

CONTROL_WRITE

Writes data to the control
pipe.

CONTROL_READ

Reads data from the control
pipe.

SET_TR

Provides to device for setting
up a transfer for an Endpoint.

RET_RES

The device will return the
results of the most recent
transfer.

DEV_RESET

Resets the Device or Interface
to a known state.

User interface module is a command line interface. Each
test case (or group of test cases) needs to be configured
individually with flexible input arguments through user
interface module. Each configuration parameters can be
divided into the following groups: endpoints parameters which
represent endpoint descriptors main fields and endpoint’s pair
number (interface, number, direction, type, and max packet
size), test parameters (mode, transfer size and iteration count).
A special algorithm is developed to handle errors. The
transfer buffers are filled with data using implemented
algorithm. This algorithm is common for the test gadget and
the host test module. Depending on the direction of the test,
the test module or test gadget will fill the transfer buffer. The
other part will verify the received data.
The USB test gadget provides functionality for
implementing the Communication protocol. The test gadget
handles all vendor specific requests, controlling endpoints and
interface.
VI. STATISTICS AND TEST RESULTS
Co-simulation environment requires significant resources
from host Linux machine. The analysis shows that major CPU
load is caused by simv executable running. Simulation
profiling shows that about 50% of CPU utilization by simv is
due to Verilog modules (core RTL design itself). The basic

TABLE 2. LINUX USBTEST UTILITY TEST RESULTS IN CO-SIMULATION
ENVIRONMENT

Result

Allows the host to change the
parameters of endpoints and
configure an interface.

Duration

CONF_EP_IF

Interval

The device will return the
device capabilities.

Tr. size

DEV_CAP

Description/Purpose

Max burst
size

Request Mnemonic

Max packet
size

TABLE 1 VENDOR SPECIFIC PROTOCOLS

timing statistics of co-simulation and CPU utilization are
follows:
• Compilation done – time 7.2 min (performing once
during setup)
• QEMU Host and Device booting – 2.5 min
• Driver loading done – time 1.3 min
• Core Initialization by driver done – time 1.2 min
• Simulating 1mSec – time 3.6 sec
• CPU Utilization Profile [%]: total time 20 min
Direct Programming Interface (DPI)
1.53%
Programming language interface (PLI)
24.45%
VCS for writing VCD and VPD files
6.82%
VCS for internal operations (KERNEL)
15.86%
Verilog Modules
50.69%
A SystemVerilog testbench program block
0.38%
Garbage Collector(PROGRAM GC)
0.27%
As it is shown in statistics analysis, it takes about 3–4s of
real time to simulate 1 ms of hardware work. Hence basic file
copy test between host and device systems via USB, with data
size, for example, 1MB takes about 3 minutes of real-time, but
based on simulation time copy is performed with 46-60MB/s
speed.
After driver loading phase and USB cores’ initialization by
SW on emulated host and device systems, various tests are
performed using the suggested test utility – control, bulk,
isochronous and interrupt traffic generation in both IN and
OUT directions. Also, test parameters like maximum packet
size, interval for periodic endpoints, burst for USB 3.0
transfers, stream count, etc. were modified during tests.
Obtained results are captured in Table 2.

Test
Description

the device first, then reads it back and verifies its accuracy.
For communication between host and device, vendor
specific protocol is developed (Table 1) in addition to standard
USB requests.
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Bulk in
Bulk in
Bulk out
Bulk out
Control in
Control out
Isochronous
in
Isochronous
out

1024
1024
1024
1024
512
512
1024

0
10
0
10
0

0.1M
0.1M
0.1M
0.1M
1M
1M
10M

1

0.328s
0.18s
0.331s
0.19s
2.083s
2.063s
1.5s

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

1024

0

16K

14

19.09s

Pass

VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a new approach to USB controller RTL and
driver co-simulation and verification method is proposed. The
suggested method is based on virtualization techniques
(QEMU emulator) using USB SS core. The method is based
on the idea of using a real USB controller RTL model, instead
of TLM or other abstract models. The designed environment
allows identifying/debugging USB HW design easily,
debugging device driver before real tests on FPGA or SoC,
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reproducing and debugging issues emerging in the real
circumstances using signal diagrams obtained from simulation,
beginning device driver development and testing when
hardware is not available yet. A user level USB testing
application is also developed, which allows running custom
tests with various test parameters using different speeds. The
implemented application has the ability to ensure four types of
transfer running in virtual environment. The method is flexible
and does not depend on the USB controller or any other USB
IP’s RTL, and can be easily integrated into the environment
after minor changes in the USB PHY model.
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Measuring Capacitor Parameters Using Vector
Network Analyzers
Deniss Stepins, Gundars Asmanis, and Aivis Asmanis

Abstract—Vector network analyzer (VNA) is versatile
measuring equipment which is primarily used for two-port device
S parameters measurements. This paper addresses measurement
of capacitor parameters using VNA in broad frequency range.
The main attention is focused on the measurement accuracy of
capacitors parameters using VNA and proper de-embedding of an
experimental setup parasitics to get accurate results. Comparative
measurement error analysis for different measurement techniques
is presented. Suitability of each measurement technique for
measurements of capacitor parameters using VNA is discussed
and effect of the experimental setup parasitics on the
measurement results is addressed. Moreover useful procedures
for proper capacitor impedance measurement using VNA are
developed.
network

Rs

Rp

(a)
ESL

ESR

C

Parasitic parameters
(b)
Fig. 1. Real capacitor equivalent circuit model (a) and its simplified
version (b).

analyzers,
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I. INTRODUCTION

C

are used in many electronic devices, especially
in radio-frequency equipment, such as transmitters,
receivers, conducted electromagnetic interference filters, etc.
Capacitors capacitance is typically ranging from several pF
to several thousands of µF. The main parameters of a capacitor
are its capacitance C and impedance magnitude |Zc| (as a
function of frequency). Real capacitors, of course, have
parasitic parameters such as series resistance Rs (mainly lead
wires resistance), parallel resistance Rp (due to losses in
capacitor dielectric), equivalent series inductance (ESL) and
self-resonance frequency fres. Real capacitors can be
substituted by their equivalent circuit model shown in Fig.1
(a). However in practice when designing electronic circuits
with capacitors, more simple capacitor equivalent circuit
model is usually used as shown in Fig.1(b). In this model ESR
accounts for both Rp and Rs [1]. Usually knowing ESR is much
more important than Rp and Rs separately [2]. That is why
APACITORS
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Impedance magnitude

Index Terms—Capacitors, vector
measurements, measurement accuracy.

ESL

C

Capacitive
reactance is
dominant

Inductive
reactance is
dominant

ESR @ fres

fres

Frequency

Fig. 2. Real capacitor impedance magnitude versus frequency.

capacitor manufacturers only give ESR values in their catalogs.
At a self-resonance frequency fres a capacitor has its
minimum |Zc|, which is equal to ESR (at fres). For f<fres, |Zc| is
decreasing function of f, but for f>fres, |Zc| increases as f
increases, Fig.2.
Accurate measurement of capacitor parameters (including
parasitic ones) is of major importance when designing
electronic equipment. For capacitor and inductor parameters
measurements in broad frequency range usually impedance
analyzers are used [3] – [10]. However the impedance
analyzers are expensive and the measurement frequency range
is usually limited up to several hundreds of MHz [3], [6], [10].
In contrast to the impedance analyzers, vector network
analyzers (VNA) are less expensive, more versatile and can be
used for capacitor parameters measurements in much broader
frequency range up to tens of GHz.
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For
two-terminal
passive
electronic
components
measurements using VNA, three measurement techniques can
be used: reflection (based on reflection coefficient S11
measurement), shunt-through (based on transmission
coefficient S21 measurements) and series-through techniques
(based on S21 measurements) as shown in Fig.3 [3], [6]. Shuntthrough technique is usually used for low-impedance passive

port 1

VNA

port 2

port 1

VNA

Capacitor

Capacitor

(a)

port 1

port 2

(b)

VNA

port 2

Capacitor

(c)
Fig. 3. Two terminal passive components measueremnt techniques using
VNA: (a) reflection technique; (b) shunt-through technique; (c) series
through technique.

II. MEASUREMENT OF CAPACITOR PARAMETERS
A. Experimental setups
In order to get capacitor impedance and other capacitor
parameters, S parameters should be measured first. When using
the reflection technique S11 should only be measured; for the
shunt-through technique S21 should only be measured; when
using the series-through technique S21 should only be measured
[3],[6]. For S parameters measurements VNA Rohde and
Schwarz ZVRE is used. Necessary capacitor parameters are
then extracted from the S parameters measured. The
measurements are done in the frequency range 100 kHz – 500
MHz, with VNA intermediate frequency filter bandwidth of
300 Hz and 1600 points per sweep. After the warm-up time of
one hour, full two-port TOSM (through-open-short-matched)
calibration has been performed to significantly reduce
systematic errors due to imperfect VNA cables and connectors.
Experimental setups used for the capacitor parameters
measurements are shown in Fig.4 – Fig.6. To perform one-port
reflection measurements, a capacitor is attached to one VNA
cable using type N RF connector (Fig.4(a)). To perform twoport shunt-through capacitor measurement, two VNA cables
and capacitor are connected in parallel as shown in Fig.5(a).
To perform two-port series-through capacitor measurement,
two VNA cables and capacitor are connected in series as
VNA cable
calibrated
connector
uncalibrated
type N
connector

shorted
connector

capacitor
under test

(b)
(a)
Ls

50
VNA Port 1

electronic components, while series-through technique for
high-impedance components [3].
Although different measurement techniques of two-terminal
passive electronic components are investigated in [3], [6] [10], no one of the papers consider measurement accuracy of
VNA techniques. Moreover suitability of each VNA technique
for capacitors parameters measurements is not addressed and
proper de-embedding of experimental setup parasitic
parameters is not considered in the papers. For example, in
[10] the main attention is focused on auto-balancing bridge
techniques for ESR measurements and VNA techniques are not
investigated thoroughly, in [6] inductors and capacitors
impedance measurement repeatability and temperature
dependence for the radio-frequency impedance analyzers and
VNA is comparatively investigated, but in [3] experimental
measurements of low-impedance inductors and ferrite complex
magnetic permeability using VNA are presented without
addressing any measurement accuracy issues.
The main original contribution of this paper is focused on
the measurement accuracy of capacitors parameters using
VNA and proper de-embedding of an experimental setup
parasitics to get accurate measurement results. Comparative
measurement error analysis for all the three techniques will be
presented. Suitability of each measurement technique for
capacitors parameters measurements using VNA will be
discussed and effect of the experimental setup parasitics on

capacitor measurement results will be addressed. Moreover
useful procedures for proper capacitor impedance
measurement using VNA will be developed.

Vs

VNA

(c)

Rs

Capacitor
under test

Z11s
Cp

Rp

Y11p
Uncalibrated
connector

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setup to perform the reflection technique; (b)
shorted N type connector; (c) equivalent circuit model.
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VNA cables
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Connector 1
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VNA

Capacitor
under test
Zc
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Rs2

Ls2

Z11s2
Cp2

Cp1

Rp2

VNA port 2

VNA port 1

(b)

Rs1

Uncalibrated
Connector 2

50

V

VNA

Y11p2

Y11p1

Fig. 5. Experimental setup to perform the shunt-through technique (a) and its equivalent circuit model (b).

shown in Fig.6(a).
Since it is impossible to make TOSM calibration for the N
type RF connectors to which the capacitors are attached in the
experiments, the parasitic parameters (parasitic equivalent
series impedance Z11s and parasitic equivalent conductance
Y11p) of the connectors should be taken into account and
removed from the capacitors measurement results
mathematically using de-embedding.
B. De-embedding of the connectors parasitics
To de-embed the connector’s parasitics, simple equivalent
circuit models of the experimental setups for all the three
measurement techniques are developed in the paper as shown
in Fig.4 – Fig.6. The equivalent circuit models can give us a
possibility to derive expressions for capacitors complex
impedance Zc calculations.
 For the reflection technique it can be derived

Zc 

1
 Z11s ,
1/Z11  Y11p

 For the shunt-through technique it can be derived

Zc 

50Z11s1Z a  Z11s1Z11s 2  2500  50Z11s 2( 50Y11p 2  1 ) , (3)
100
 (100  Z b  50Y11p1Z11s 2  Z11s 2 (1  50Y11p 2 ))
S21

where Z a  1  Z11s 2Y11p2 (1  50Y11p1 )  Y11p1(50  Z11s 2 )

Zb  Z11s 2 (1  50Y11p 2 )  2500(Y11p1  Y11p2 )
Z11s1 and Z11s2 are parasitic equivalent series impedances of
the 1st and the 2nd uncalibrated connectors respectively; Y11p1
and Y11p2 are parasitic equivalent conductances of the 1st and
the 2nd uncalibrated connectors respectively.
If parasitics of the connectors are not high, then
approximately Zc can be calculated as follows [3]

(1)

S cos   S 21  j S 21 sin  . (4)
S 21
 25 21
2
1 - S 21
1  2 S 21 cos   S 21
2

Z c  25

where Z11 is complex impedance which can be calculated from
the measured reflection coefficient S11 as follows [3]
1  S11  j 2 S11 sin  .
1  S11
 50
2
1 - S11
1  2 S11 cos   S11

Zc can be calculated using (2).

 For the series-through technique it can be derived

2

Z11  50

(2)

If parasitics of the connectors are not high, then approximately

2Z1
 50  Z1  Z s  50Z1Y11p1Z s
S
Zc  21
 Z11s ,
1  50Y11p1

(5)
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(b)

Rs1

Uncalibrated
Connector 2

50

VNA

Y11p2
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V

Fig. 6. Experimental setup to perform the series-through technique (a) and its equivalent circuit model (b).

where Zs=Z11s1+Z11s2; Z1=1/(1/50+Y11p2).
If parasitics of the connectors are not high, then
approximately Zc can be calculated as follows

Z c  100

 cos 
1 - S 21
sin  
 100
1 j

S 21
S 21 
 S 21

(6)

C. Determination of the connectors parasitics
Typical RF N type connector parasitic capacitance is about 1

10
10
10
10
10

2

10
1

0

conductance magnitude, S

impedance magnitude, ohms,

10

impedances Z11s1 and Z11s2 can be determined by measuring
impedance of shorted connectors, but parasitic parallel
conductances Y11p1 and Y11p2 can be determined by measuring
conductance of open connectors. The measurement results for
the two connectors used in the experiments are shown in Fig.7.
As it can be seen the shorted connector impedance magnitude
increases almost linearly as frequency increases, because
inductive reactance (due to Ls) is dominant, and conductance
magnitude of the open connectors also increases almost

connector 1
connector 2

-1

-2

10
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10

-3

10

5

10
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10
frequency, Hz

10
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(a)
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10
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(b)

Fig. 7. Measured impedance magnitude of short connectors (a) and conductance magnitude of open connectors (b).

pF and inductance of shorted connector is about 10nH. This
means that parasitic resonant frequency of the connectors is
well above 1 GHz. Since all the measurements are done in the
frequency range up to 500 MHz, then parasitic series

linearly because capacitive conductance (due to Cp) dominates.
D. Procedures for capacitor impedance measurement
In this section the procedures developed for capacitor
impedance measurements using all the three measurement
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 capacitor ESR(f)=real{Zc(f)};
 capacitor resonant frequency fres is frequency at
which capacitor complex impedance magnitude |Zc|
is minimum;
 capacitor equivalent series inductance can be
calculated as follows:

techniques are presented.
Procedure for the capacitor impedance measurement using
the reflection technique

ESL 

1
.
2
4 f res
C

(8)

2

F. Comparison of the measurement results
Using the procedures developed capacitors with different
3

A

10

2

B

10

D

|Zc|, ohms

 make full two-port TOSM calibration;
 connect the type N RF connector with soldered
capacitor (Fig.4(a)) to VNA cable;
 measure complex S11;
 desolder the capacitor from the connector and
connect shorted connector without capacitor
(Fig.4(b)) to the VNA cable and measure complex
Z11s;
 connect open connector without capacitor to the
VNA cable and measure complex Y11s;
 calculate complex impedance Z11 using (2);
 de-embed the connector parasitics using (1) to
calculate the capacitor complex impedance Zc;
 end.
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C
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10
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10

Procedure for the capacitor impedance measurement using
the shunt-through technique
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5

6
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7
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Frequency, Hz
1600
1400

|Zc|, ohms

 make full two-port TOSM calibration;
 connect both N type RF connectors in parallel and
solder a capacitor under test to them (Fig.5(a));
 measure complex S21 using VNA;
 measure both connectors parasitcs Z11s1, Z11s2, Y11p1
and Y11p2;
 calculate the capacitor complex impedance Zc using (3);
 end.
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Procedure for the capacitor impedance measurement using
the series-through technique

E. Extraction of capacitor parameters from complex
impedance Zc

1
2f1 | imag{Z c } |

ohms
ESR, ohms
ESR,
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 capacitance C can be calculated at the lowest
frequency f1 (at which parasitic inductive reactance
is negligible):

C

200

50

ohms
ESR, ohms
ESR,

 make full two-port TOSM calibration;
 solder a capacitor under test to both connectors in
series as shown in Fig.6(a);
 connect them to VNA cables;
 measure complex S21 (with the capacitor under test);
 measure both connectors parasitics Z11s1, Z11s2, Y11p1
and Y11p2;
 calculate the capacitor complex impedance Zc using
(5);
 end.
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Fig. 8. Measured 1nF capacitor impedance magnitude (a) and ESR (b) versus
frequency.
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nominal capacitance values (1nF, 10nF, 100nF and 1000nF)
have been measured using the reflection, shunt-through and
series-through techniques. The capacitors with nominal
capacitances of 1nF, 100nF and 1000nF are metalized
polypropylene film capacitors with capacitance tolerance of
±5%, but the capacitor with nominal capacitance of 10nF is

|Zc|, ohms

10
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Series-through

0

Reflection

-1

Shunt-through
-2

10

5

6

7

10
10
Frequency, Hz

10

8

(a)
1

G. Effect of connectors parasitics on capacitor parameters
measurements
It is interesting to observe how uncalibrated connectors
parasitics affect measurement results. Measured |Zc| and ESR
versus frequency before (using (2), (4) and (6)) and after
(using (1), (3) and (5)) de-embedding is depicted in Fig.10. As
it can be seen the reflection and the series-through techniques
are very sensitive to the connectors parasitics in MHz range for
both ESR and |Zc| (Fig.10(a,b,e,f)). If the connector parasitics
are not removed from the measurement results using (1) and
(5), then measured fres is noticeably lower, but |Zc| is noticeably
higher (for f above fres) than it is. This is mainly due to
parasitic inductance of the connectors used.
|Zc| and fres measured using the shunt-through technique is
much less affected due to the connector parasitics. For f up to
several hundreds of MHz effect of the connector’s parasitics is
negligible (Fig.10(c)). However ESR measured using the
shunt-through technique is affected much higher due to
connectors parasitics for f higher than several tens of MHz
(Fig.10(d)).

Series-through

III. CALCULATION OF THE CAPACITOR PARAMETERS
MEASUREMENT ERRORS

0.5
ESR, ohms

Reflection

0

Since capacitor Zc, ESR and other parameters are indirect
measurement results then for measurement error calculation
partial differentiation method [12] can be used. When partial
errors are known, indirect measurement absolute error (∆Y)
can be calculated

Shunt-through
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-1.5
5
10

10

6

10

7
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10
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Y 

(b)
Fig. 9. Measured 100nF capacitor impedance magnitude (a) and ESR (b)
versus frequency.

polyester film capacitor with tolerance of ±20%.
Measured |Zc| and ESR versus frequency for several
capacitors are comparatively depicted in Fig.8 and Fig.9. But
in Table 1 measured capacitor C and ESR (at f=100kHz) using
VNA and high-precision LCR meter Instek LCR 819 are
tabulated. Analysis of the measurement results and
measurement errors will be presented in section IV.
TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF MEASURED CAPACITANCE AND ESR (AT 100KHZ) USING
HIGH-PRECISION LCR METER AND VNA FOR DIFFERENT CAPACITORS

Nominal capacitance, nF
C, nF
LCR meter
ESR, Ω
C, nF
reflection
ESR, Ω
C, nF
shuntVNA
through
ESR, Ω
C, nF
seriesthrough
ESR, Ω

1
1
2.5
0.96
-2.61
1.25
288
0.98
-5.9

10
8.48
3.6
8.22
2.86
8.74
7.8
8.29
2.86

100
100.2
0.29
98.5
0.19
99.3
0.28
99
0.59

1000
998.7
0.04
984.8
0.041
991
0.04
1200
0.39

 Y



 x xi 

i 1 
i

K

2

,

(9)

and relative error

  100

Y
, %,
Y

(10)

where Y / xi is partial derivative with respect to argument xi;
∆xi is xi argument absolute error.
 For the reflection technique capacitor impedance is the
function of 6 arguments (according to (1) and (2)):
x1=|S11|, x2=φ; x3=|Z11s|, x4=φs, x5=|Y11p|, x4=φp,
where S11= |S11|ejφ, Z11s=|Z11s|ejφs, Y11p==|Y11p|ejφp.
 For the shunt-through technique capacitor impedance is
the function of 10 arguments (according to (3)):
x1=|S21|, x2=φ; x3=|Z11s1|, x4=φs1, x5=|Y11p1|, x6=φp1,
x7=|Z11s2|, x8=φs2, x9=|Y11p2|, x10=φp2.
 For the series-through technique capacitor impedance
is the function of 10 arguments (according to (5)):
x1=|S21|, x2=φ; x3=|Z11s1|, x4=φs1, x5=|Y11p1|, x6=φp1,
x7=|Z11s2|, x8=φs2, x9=|Y11p2|, x10=φp2.
Absolute measurement errors of the main capacitor
parameters can be calculated using the following expressions:

ESR   Re{Z c } 

  Re{Z c }


xi 


x
i 1 
i

K

2

(11)
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Fig. 10. Measured |Zc| and ESR versus frequency before and after de-embedding: (a), (b) for the reflection technique; (c), (d) for the shunt-through technique;
(e), (f) for the series-through technique. Note: ESR versus frequency before and after de-embedding (b,d,f) is shown only for 100nF capacitor.
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  Im{Z c }


xi 

xi
i 1 

K

 Im{Z c } 

2

2

2

2

 Re{Z c }
  Im{Z c }

 | Z c | 
 Re{Z c }  
 Im{Z c } (13)
 | Zc |
  | Zc |


 Im{Z c }
C 
2f1 (Im{Z c })2

  Im{Z c }
   Im{Z c } 
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  | S11 |
   | |

(12)

For shunt-through and series-through
approximate expressions are

2

(16)

technique

2

.

(14)

If capacitor impedance is calculated using approximate
expressions (2), (4) and (6), then more simple expressions for
measurement error can be used. For the reflection technique
the approximate expressions are
2

2

  Re{Z c }
   Re{Z c }  (15)
ESR   Re{Z c }  
 | S11 |  
 

|
S
|

11

   | |

2

  Re{Z c }
   Re{Z c }  (17)
ESR   Re{Z c }  
 | S21 |  
 

|
S
|

21

   | |
2

2

  Im{Z c }
   Im{Z c }  . (18)
 Im{Z c }  
 | S21 |  
 

  | S21 |
   | |

It should be noted that in VNA technical data-sheet
manufacturer shows transmission and reflection coefficients
magnitude errors (in dB) and phase errors (in degrees) [11].
But in the expressions described above, Δ|S11| and Δ|S21| are
not in dB, and φ is in radians. For example, if it is needed to
calculate absolute error Δ|S11|, then the following expression
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Fig. 11. Calculated relative measurement errors of 1nF capacitor |Zc| (a) and ESR (b) versus frequency for all the three measurement techniques.
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Fig. 12. Calculated relative measurement errors of 100nF capacitor |Zc| (a) and ESR (b) versus frequency for all the three measurement techniques.
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should be used

Capacitors resonant frequency fres measurement analysis

 | S11 || S11 | (10( |S11 |dB ) / 20  1) ,
where
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 | S11 |dB

is

reflection

coefficient

(19)
measurement

uncertainty in dB from VNA data-sheet. In its turn, phase
absolute error (in radians) from VNA data-sheet can be
calculated as follows
  

 deg
,
180

(20)

From VNA ZVRE data-sheet [11] it can be deduced that in
frequency range 20kHz – 4GHz:  | S11 |dB <0.4dB and Δφdeg<3o
(when |S11| is in range -15dB – +3dB);  | S11 |dB <1dB and
Δφdeg<6o (when |S11| is in range -25dB – -15dB). Accuracy of
transmission measurements: in the frequency range 20kHz –
300kHz:  | S 21 |dB <0.2dB and Δφdeg<2o (when |S21| is in range 20dB – +3dB);  | S 21 |dB <0.5dB and Δφdeg<4o (when |S21| is in
range -20dB – -30dB); in the frequency range 300 kHz to 1
MHz:  | S 21 |dB <0.1 dB or Δφdeg<1°; in the frequency range
1MHz to 4 GHz:  | S 21 |dB <0.05 dB or Δφdeg<0.4°. This data
will be used for capacitors measurement error calculation.
Calculated relative measurement errors of ESR and |Zc| versus
frequency for all the three measurement techniques are shown
in Fig.11 and Fig.12. In the next section the measurement error
analysis will be presented.
IV. ANALYSIS OF THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND
MEASUREMENT ERRORS
Capacitors impedance magnitude |Zc| measurement analysis
Results presented in Fig.11 and Fig.12 clearly show that
measurement error of capacitors |Zc| depends not only on
capacitor impedance magnitude (and frequency) but also on
the measurement technique used.
For the shunt-through technique, the lower |Zc| is, the lower
measurement error is. The best measurement accuracy (below
1%) can be achieved at fres and in the vicinity of it using the
shunt-through technique. When using the technique for
|Zc|>30Ω, the measurement error exceeds several %. In kΩ
range the shunt-through technique exhibits very poor accuracy
(region A in Fig, 8(a)), because |S21| is very close to 0dB.
As opposed to the shunt-through technique, series-through
technique exhibits lower measurement error for higher |Zc|.
Measurement accuracy at fres and in the vicinity of it using the
series-through technique is very poor, because |S21| is very
close to 0dB. However when |Zc|>30Ω, the measurement error
is lower than several %, and in kΩ range the series-through
technique exhibits very good accuracy.
The reflection technique should not be used for capacitor
parameters measurements because it can give accurate results
only when capacitor |Zc| slightly differs from 50Ω (Fig.11(a)).

The best suited technique for capacitor fres measurement is
the shunt-through technique, because measurement accuracy of
capacitor impedance at fres and in the vicinity of it is very good
(Fig.11(a) and Fig.12(a)) and this technique is less sensitive to
the connectors parasitics.
Capacitors capacitance C measurement analysis
C measurement accuracy highly depends on the measurement
technique used. Since C is calculated using (7) and capacitor
|Im{Zc}| at f1 can vary from hundreds of mΩ to kΩ (depends on
capacitor C), then for C measurements it is better to use the
shunt-through technique when C>50nF. However, when
C<50nF, then the series-through technique is the best choice
for C measurements. This can also be deduced from the Table
1. For capacitors with nominal capacitance values of 100nF
and 1000nF, the lowest difference between C values measured
using VNA and high-precision LCR meter is achieved using
the shunt-through technique (the difference below 1%).
However, for capacitors with nominal capacitance of 1nF and
10nF, the lowest difference between C values measured using
VNA and high-precision LCR meter is achieved using the
series-through technique (the difference below 3%). The
reflection technique should not be used for capacitance
measurements.
Capacitors ESR measurement analysis
According to the results presented in Table 1 and Fig.8(b) Fig.12(b) the most problematic parameter to measure
accurately with VNA is capacitor ESR. Only the shunt-through
technique should be used for accurate ESR measurements.
However there are some limitations. ESR can accurately be
measured only at fres and in vicinity of it (ESR measurement
error below 3% can be achieved). For frequencies which are
much higher or lower than fres the measurement accuracy can
be very poor, even using the shunt-through technique, because
when capacitor reactance is much higher than its ESR, then the
measurement error can increase enormously. Moreover
accurate measurements of ESR of capacitors with C lower than
several tens of nF are impossible: series-through and reflection
techniques for capacitors with C below 1nF, can give even
negative ESR which is completely unrealistic (Table 1). Even
the shunt-through technique gives very erroneous ESR
measurement results for small-capacitance capacitors. So ESR
measurements of small-capacitance capacitors (below 10nF)
using VNA is completely useless, because of very poor
measurement accuracy.

V. CONCLUSION
Vector network analyzers can be very useful for accurate
capacitor impedance, resonant frequency, capacitance and ESL
measurements in broad frequency range if proper measurement
technique and de-embedding is used. Measurement accuracy of
several % and even lower can be achieved using proper
measurement technique. Measurement error of capacitors
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impedance and ESR depends not only on capacitor impedance
magnitude (and frequency) but also on the measurement
technique used.
The best suited technique for capacitor fres measurement is
the shunt-through technique, because measurement accuracy of
capacitor impedance at fres and in the vicinity of it is very good
(even below 1%) and this technique is less sensitive to the
experimental setup parasitics. For capacitor impedance
measurements in broad frequency range (when capacitor |Zc|
can change from mΩ to kΩ) it is better to use combination of
the shunt-through and series-through techniques: when |Zc| is
below several tens of ohms, then it is better to use shuntthrough technique; when |Zc| is above several tens of ohms,
then it is better to use series-through technique. The reflection
technique should not be used for capacitor parameters
measurements because, firstly, it can give accurate results only
when capacitor |Zc| slightly differs from 50Ω and secondly, it is
very sensitive to uncalibrated connectors parasitics.
The most problematic parameter to measure accurately with
VNA is capacitor ESR. Only shunt-through technique should
be used for accurate ESR measurements. However there are
some limitations. ESR can accurately be measured only at fres
and in vicinity of it (ESR measurement error below 3% can be
achieved). For frequencies which are much higher or lower
than fres the measurement accuracy can be very poor, even
using shunt-through technique, because when capacitor
reactance is much higher than its ESR, then the measurement
error can increase enormously. Accurate measurements of ESR
of capacitors with C lower than several tens of nF are
impossible. ESR measurements of small-capacitance
capacitors using VNA is completely useless.
Overall it can be concluded that VNA can substitute moreexpensive impedance analyzers for accurate capacitor

parameters measurements in broad frequency range with some
limitations in terms of ESR measurements.
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Abstract—A novel data-driven gradient descent (GD) adaptive
controller, for discrete-time single-input and single output (SISO)
systems, is presented. The controller operates as the least mean
squares (LMS) algorithm, applied to a nonlinear system with
feedback. Normalization of the learning rate parameter provides
robustness of the overall system to modeling errors and
environment nonstationarity. Convergence analysis reveals that
the controller forces tracking error to zero, with bounded control
signal and the controller weights. The experiments on the
benchmark systems support the analysis.
Index Terms—Data-Driven Controller, Gradient Descent
Algorithms, Direct Adaptive Control, Nonlinear SISO Systems,
Discrete Time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

C

means decision making. In order to decide well,
one has to have a goal, as well as, information on a
controlled process and process environment. Within automatic
control setup, the goal specifies desired behavior of the overall
system. Information, regarding the process and influence of the
environment, is given by the process model and/or process
measurements. In many automatic control applications process
model is not available. Instead, process measurements contain
information on the process behavior. Therefore, many control
algorithms were developed to cope with this situation. Usually,
they are referred to as data-driven or model-free. This
emphasizes situation where control is based, mainly, on the
available measurement data. In these situations, concepts like
feedback linearization [1], regardless their firm theoretical
foundation and good performance, are not applicable. If we
look back to the past, probably, the first data-driven control
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procedure is one proposed by Ziegler and Nichols for tuning
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers. However,
many data-driven control algorithms were reported in the
literature, till now. These are virtual reference feedback tuning
(VRFT), iterative feedback tuning (IFT) and data-driven
model-free adaptive control (MFAC), to mention a few. The
VRFT is reference model adaptive control technique. Within
VRFT framework, it is assumed that controller structure is
known a-priori and controller parameters are determined by
system identification procedure, using virtual reference signal.
It is designed for discrete-time single-input and single output
(SISO) linear time invariant (LTI) systems. The VRFT
procedure may produce controller that results in a non stable
closed loop system [2,3]. The IFT, also proposed for an
unknown discrete-time SISO LTI system, determines
controller parameters through iterative gradient-based local
search procedure. Computation of the gradient of criterion
function, with respect to the controller parameters, is based on
available input/output (I/O) measurement data of the
controlled plant [4]. The MFAC approach, in opposition to the
VRFT and IFT, was developed for a class of discrete-time
nonlinear systems. The main characteristic of the MFAC is
utilization of local dynamic linearization data models. The
models are computed along the dynamic operation points of
the closed-loop system. Computation is performed by the
dynamic linearization techniques, with a pseudo-partial
derivative concept, based on the real-time I/O measurements
of the controlled plant [3]. The above mentioned algorithms,
i.e. VRFT, IFT and data-driven MFAC, are direct adaptive
control algorithms, as they tune controller without prior plant
identification procedure. Further, in applications rich with
measurement data, regarding processes with high complexity,
neural networks (NNs), with their ability to approximate
functions through training procedure [5, 1], might be a good
solution. Specially, in nonlinear control tasks, NNs are
employed as nonlinear process models and/or nonlinear
controllers [6, 7, 1]. However, design of an appropriate NN,
meaning choice of an NN structure, input and output vectors,
training set and training algorithm, might be a difficult task.
Within signal prediction applications, we design a model that
should produce, on its output, the desired signal. Usually, the
model is parameterized and model parameters are tuned in the
real-time based on the incoming process measurements, i.e.
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adaptively, in order to minimize a certain criterion. The
criterion is a function of the error signal, the signal that
represents the difference between some desired signal and the
model output [8]. Similar setup one can find in the automatic
control reference tracking tasks. In the reference tracking
tasks, the controller is tuned, so the overall system output
tracks the reference signal, as close as possible. Thus, adaptive
signal prediction and reference tracking control are similar
problems, as they can share the same criterion to be minimized
through the parameters correction procedure. For the given
parameterization of the process model, different procedures
can be applied to achieve optimal value of the model
parameters, regarding the imposed criterion. The gradient
descent (GD) approach performs search for the optimal value
of the parameters, in the parameter space, as it corrects the
parameter values in direction opposite to the gradient of the
criterion. A common choice for the criterion is a function of
the squared error. Models, applied in the signal prediction
tasks, with the feedback from the output to the input, introduce
nonlinearity into the signal prediction algorithm. Algorithms,
based on such models, are referred to as recurrent [8]. The
least mean squares (LMS) algorithm, as a member of the GD
class, is a simple, yet most frequently used algorithm for signal
prediction and system identification. However, it might have a
poor performance, when applied to a nonlinear signal and in
varying environment [10]. To that cause, a class of normalized
algorithms has been developed [12, 8, 9, 10]. They
successfully cope
with process
nonlinearity and
nonstationarity, thus provides faster convergence and higher
accuracy. The proposed data-driven GD adaptive controller
relies on the ideas established within signal prediction
framework. It is direct adaptive controller, designed for
discrete-time SISO nonlinear system to perform reference
tracking. The controller is parameterized, thus provides linear
combination of the reference signal and the output signal
discrete-time samples. The parameters are tuned, in the realtime, through the GD procedure, to minimize a certain
criterion. The criterion is square of the instantaneous output
error, therefore the algorithm operates as the LMS algorithm
applied to a nonlinear system with feedback. In order to cope
with modeling errors and environment nonstationarity, the
learning rate is modified as in normalized algorithms [9, 10,
12]. The proposed algorithm has ability of a constant
disturbance rejection. Convergence analysis of the proposed
algorithm can be performed, following the approach given in
[11, 10]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
Section 2, problem formulation and the controller design
procedure are given. The Section 3 gives convergence
analysis, as well as, analysis of the disturbance rejection ability
of the proposed algorithm. The Section 4 contains
experimental verification of the algorithm, while the Section 5
concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND CONTROLLER DESIGN
PROCEDURE

It is assumed that the controlled plant is discrete-time
nonlinear SISO system, described by the equation
(1)
y(k  1)  f ( y(k ), y(k  1), , y(k  ny );
u (k ), u (k  1),

, u (k  nu ))  f (k ),

where y(k )  R and u(k )  R are the system output and
input, respectively, n y and nu are the unknown orders, and

k denotes discrete-time instant. Further, f ()  R is some
nonlinear function with continuous partial derivatives with
respect to its arguments. The controller parameterization is
given by the equation
u (k )  w1 (k )r (k )  w2 (k )r (k  1) 

 wnc (k )r (k  nc  1)  wnc 1 (k ) y (k )
 wnc  2 (k ) y (k  1) 
where

r (k )  R

signal, wi (k ); i  1, 2,

(2)

w2 nc (k ) y (k  nc  1),
denotes

the

reference

, 2nc are controller parameters, in what

follows called weights, and nc is the controller order. If we
introduce
the
following
vectors
w(k )  [w1 (k ), w2 (k ), , w2nc (k )]T ,

r (k )  [r (k ), , r (k  nc  1)]T ,

 y (k )  [ y(k ), , y (k  nc  1)]T , and  (k )  [ rT (k ),  Ty (k )]T ,
where ()T denotes vector transpose, the equation (2) can be
written in compact form as
(3)
u(k )   T (k )w(k ).
The cost function, as the system output should track the
reference signal, is defined by
(4)
J (k )  1 2 e2 (k ),
where e(k ) denotes instantaneous error at the system output,
and it is given as follows
(5)
e(k )  r (k )  y(k ).
The weight vector is updated in the real-time according to
the equation
(6)
w(k  1)  w(k )  w(k ).
The weights are corrected, through the GD procedure, thus
minimizing the cost function (4). Therefore, the weights
correction vector is given by
(7)
w(k )   (k )w ( k ) J (k ),
where  (k ) denotes the learning rate and w ( k ) () denotes
gradient of a scalar function with respect to the weight vector
w(k ) . In order to compute the weight correction vector (7),
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first we have to compute the gradient of the cost function
1

(8)
w ( k ) J (k )  w ( k )  e2 (k )   e(k )w ( k ) e(k ).
2


To determine the gradient on the right hand side of the
equations (8), we have to compute partial derivatives of the
error e(k ) with respect to the weight wi (k ) , where

we have to refer to the equation (2). Now, we can distinguish
two cases. In the first one, the weight wi (k  1) is connected to
the reference signal. Thus, we have
nc
u (k  1)
y (k  j )
 r (k  i )   w j  nc (k  1)
wi (k  1)
wi (k  1)
j 1

y (k  j )
 r (k  i )   w j  nc (k  1)
,
wi (k  j )
j 1
nc

1  i  2nc
nc
e(k )
y (k )
f (k ) y (k  j )

 
wi (k )
wi (k )
j 1 y ( k  j ) wi ( k )

f (k ) u (k  j )
.
j 1 u ( k  j ) wi ( k )
nc

(9)



Now we introduce
f (k )
f (k )
 j (k ) 
;  j (k ) 
.
y(k  j )
u (k  j )
Combining (9) and (10) we have
e(k )
y (k )


wi (k )
wi (k )
nc

  j ( k )
j 1

y (k  j ) nc
u (k  j )
j
.
wi (k )
wi (k )
j 1

and in the case the weight wi (k  1) is connected to the

y (k  j )
 y (k  i )   w j  nc (k  1)
.
wi (k  j )
j 1
nc

(10)

Let us introduce the following
y(k )
 i (k ) 
; i  1, 2, , 2nc ,
wi (k )

Computation of the partial derivatives, on the right hand
side of (11), will be carried out under the assumption of slowly
changing weights [13, 8]. Therefore, the following holds
y(k  j ) y(k  j ) u (k  j ) u (k  j )

;

.
(12)
wi (k )
wi (k  j ) wi (k )
wi (k  j )

(16)

output signal, we have
nc
u (k  1)
y (k  j )
 y (k  i )   w j  nc (k  1)
wi (k  1)
wi (k  1)
j 1

(11)
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and
π(k )  [1 (k ),  2 (k ),

,  nc (k )]T ,

(17)

(18)

(19)

where π(k ) denotes gradient, with respect to the weight
vector, at the system output. Now, the weight update equation
becomes
(20)
w(k  1)  w(k )   (k )e(k )π(k ),
with

At this point, it is worth noting that the coefficients
 j (k ) and  j (k ) are time varying and they define the
linearized model of the nonlinear system (1), computed along
the trajectory that system (1) follows as it advances through
time. As we assume the system (1) is unknown, the coefficients
 j (k ) and  j (k ) can not be determined. Even if we can
determine them, from the available measurement data, to
represent dominant dynamics of the system (1), the modeling
error is still present. To remedy the situation, normalization of
the learning rate parameter, as proposed in [8, 9, 10, 11], will
be applied. Therefore, we can continue the algorithm
derivation by taking into account the assumptions
(13)
1 (k )   ,  j (k )  0; j  2,3, , nc ,
and

1 (k )   ,  j (k )  0; j  2,3, , nc .
Now, (11) can be rewritten as follows
e(k )
y(k )
y(k  1)
u (k  1)

 

.
wi (k )
wi (k )
wi (k  1)
wi (k  1)

(14)

(15)

In order to compute partial derivatives u(k  1) wi (k  1)

nc


π(k )   π(k  1)     (k  1)   w j  nc π(k  j )  .
j 1



(21)

To achieve normalization of the learning rate parameter,
first we shall expand the error term (5) into a Taylor series [9]
2 nc
e(k )
1
e(k  1)  e(k )  
wi (k )  

w
(
k
)
2!
i 1
i
(22)
2 nc 2 nc
 2 e( k )

wi (k )w j (k )  .
i 1 j 1 wi ( k )w j ( k )
From (5) and (18) we have
e(k )
y(k )

  i (k ),
wi (k )
wi (k )
while from the weight update we have
wi (k )   (k )e(k ) i (k ).

(23)

(24)

If, for the time being, we neglect higher order terms in the
Taylor series expansion (22), as well as, influence of the
modeling errors, which comes through the local
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gradients  i (k ) , then the error term becomes
2
e(k  1)  e(k ) 1  (k ) π(k ) 2  ,



(25)

where  2 denotes the Euclidean norm. The error term in
(25) equals zero for
1
 (k ) 
.
2
π( k ) 2

(26)

bound on the constant C
2
2
C
π( k ) 2 .
2
Further, if we refer to the equation (3), we can write
u(k )   T (k )w(k )   T (k )w(k ).

(33)

Now, from the weight update equation (20), we have
lim e(k )  0  lim w(k )  0.

(34)

k 

The expression (26) has to be corrected to compensate for
the higher order terms in (22), as well as, for modeling errors,
thus we have
1
(27)
 (k ) 
.
2
C  π( k ) 2
Even though the learning rate (27) provides an optimal
solution, it might yield a large bandwidth of the overall
system, which in turn may result with the system instability.
Therefore, the following learning rate is adjusted according to

 (k ) 


C  π( k )

2

,

(28)

2

where 0    1 . Thus, equations (2), (20), (21), and (28)
define the proposed algorithm. From the derivation of the
algorithm, it is clear that the coefficients  and  , given by
(13) and (14), the controller order nc , the constant C ,
introduced in (28), as well as, the constant  are the designed
parameters of the algorithm.
III. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS AND DISTURBANCE REJECTION
The goal of the analysis is to examine whether, the overall
system can track the reference signal r (k )  r  , so both
signals u (k ) and y (k ) are bounded. Therefore, the following
should hold
lim e(k )  0  lim y(k )  r  ,
k 

k 

with u(k )  Lu and

(29)

y(k )  Ly , where  denotes an

absolute value, while Lu and Ly are some positive constants.
In order to (29) holds, the mapping (25) has to be a
contraction, i.e.

1   (k ) π(k )

2
2

1

(30)

(32)

k 

To investigate behavior of  (k ) we proceed as follows

y (k  1)  y (k )  y(k  1)  r   r   y (k )
 e(k  1)  e(k )  e(k ) 1    ,
where   1   (k ) π(k )

2
2

 1 . Therefore, the following

holds
lim e(k )  0  lim y(k  1)  y(k )  0,
k 

(35)

k 

(36)

and, as r (k )  r  , we have

lim e(k )  0  lim  (k )  0.

(37)

From (33), (34), and (37) we conclude
lim e(k )  0  lim u(k )  0,

(38)

k 

k 

k 

k 

which completes the convergence analysis. If the system is
under influence of constant disturbances at its output, then
equation (1) can be rewritten as
(39)
y(k  1)  f (k )  d ,
where d denotes the disturbance. It is obvious that
computation of the partial derivatives (15) is not affected by
the disturbance, and the algorithm derivation holds in this case.
However, the disturbance affects the error signal, thus it will
appear in the Taylor series (22). Thus, if adjust the constant
C to compensate the disturbance, the analysis holds.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In order to investigate performance of the proposed
algorithm, the controller was applied, in a reference tracking
task, on three benchmark processes. In all experiments the
parameters in the equation (15) were set to   0 and   1 ,
while the learning rate parameter in (28) was set to   0.1 .

If inequality (30) holds the equation (25) defines fixed point
iteration, thus (29) holds. The inequality (30) can be written as

Further, the order of the controller, nc , was varied from 1 to

(31)

15, and values of the constant C were from the set
{0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9,1.1,1.3,1.5,1.7,1.9, 2.1, 2.3, 2.5,3, 4,5,10} .

Now, we substitute the learning rate  (k ) , defined by the

The averaged squared error was adopted as the performance
measure.

1  1  (k ) π(k ) 2  1.
2

equation (28), into the inequalities (31), which yields the lower
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A. Experiment 1
In the first experiment, the controller was applied to the
process [7] given by the equation
(40)
y(k  1)  sin( y(k ))  u(k )(5  cos( y(k )u(k )))

Fig. 1.c The error signal in the Experiment 1.

Fig. 1.a Tracking performance of the proposed algorithm in the Experiment 1.

Fig. 1.d Performance index in the Experiment 1.

Fig. 1.b Control signal in the Experiment 1.

Figures 1.a to 1.c gives tracking performance, control
signal, and error signal of the proposed algorithm,
respectively, applied to the system (40), with parameters
C  0.5 and nc  3 . Value of the performance measure was
0.1059.
Figure 1.d gives performance surface in the experiment 1.
Minimum of the performance measure was 0.09166, and it was
attained for nc  1 and C  3 .

Fig. 2.a Tracking performance of the proposed algorithm in the Experiment 2.

B. Experiment 2
In the second experiment, the controller was applied to the
process [6] given by the equation
y (k )
(41)
y(k  1) 
 u 3 (k )
1  y 2 (k )
Figures 2.a to 2.c shows tracking performance, control
signal, and error signal of the proposed algorithm,
respectively, applied to the system (41), with parameters
C  0.5 and nc  3 . The performance measure was 0.13196.
Fig. 2.b Control signal in the Experiment 2.
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Fig. 2.c The error signal in the Experiment 2.

Fig. 3.a Tracking performance of the proposed algorithm in the Experiment 3.

Fig. 2.d Performance index in the Experiment 2.

Fig. 3.b Control signal in the Experiment 3.

Figure 2.d gives performance surface in the experiment 2. A
minimal value of the performance measure was 0.09296, and it
was attained for nc  1 and C  0.1 .
C. Experiment 3
The third experiment was designed to investigate
disturbance rejection property of the proposed algorithm. Due
to that cause, the controller was applied to the process [6]
given by the equation
y(k ) y(k  1)( y (k )  2.5)
y(k  1) 
 u (k )
(42)
1  y 2 (k )  y 2 (k  1)

Fig. 3.c The error signal in the Experiment 3.

Also, at the discrete time instant k  370 , the step
disturbance of the amplitude d  0.2 was applied to the system
output. In this case, a minimal value of the performance
measure was 0.02527, and it was attained for nc  1 and

C  0.1 . Figures 3.a to 3.c gives tracking performance, control
signal, and error signal of the proposed algorithm,
respectively, with parameters C  0.1 and nc  1 .
Figure 3.d shows a performance surface in the experiment 3.
The minimal value of the performance measure was attained
for nc  1 and C  0.1 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The new data-driven GD adaptive controller, for discretetime nonlinear SISO systems, has been proposed. It was
designed for the reference tracking tasks. The controller has
simple structure, i.e. it is linear combination of the reference
signal and the output signal discrete-time samples. Parameters

Fig. 3.d Performance index in the Experiment 3.

of the controller are updated in the real-time, as in the case
of the LMS algorithm applied to a nonlinear system with
feedback. The algorithm is robust to the modeling errors and
environment nonstationarity, due to the learning rate parameter
normalization. The convergence analysis has been provided.
The controller forces tracking error to zero with bounded
control signal and controller weights. The experiments, on the
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benchmark systems, demonstrate performance of the proposed
controller and support the analysis.

[6]

[7]
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A Modified Approximate Internal Model-based
Neural Control for the Typical Industrial
Processes
Jasmin Igic and Milorad Bozic

Abstract—A modification of the Approximate Internal Modelbased Neural Control (AIMNC), using Multi Layer Neural
Network (MLNN) is introduced. A necessary condition that the
system provides zero steady-state error in case of the constant
reference and constant disturbances is derived. In the considered
control strategy only one neural network (NN), which is the
neural model of the plant, should be trained off-line. An inverse
neural controller can be directly obtained from the neural model
without need for a further training. Simulations demonstrate
performance improvement of the modified AIMNC strategy. An
extension of the modified AIMNC controller for the typical
industrial processes is proposed.
Index Terms—Industrial processes, Neural networks,
Nonlinear internal model control, Zero steady-state error.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W

E may imagine an Internal Model Control (IMC)
architecture as a system with two degrees of freedom
consisting of plant model dynamics and some approximation
of the inverse dynamics of the plant model. In this respect the
process as well as its approximate inverse dynamics must be
stable. If the dynamics of the process is not stable, then the
objective of the system design using an IMC approach is,
primarily, stabilization of the process. Such a stabilized system
is then viewed as an equivalent process that must satisfy
forward-mentioned characteristics in terms of stability.
In addition to stability not less important aspect is the
system accuracy. An architecture of the IMC has many
positive characteristics in terms of stability, robustness and
accuracy in a steady-state with respect to one degree of
freedom approaches developed in the area of control
engineering [1],[2].
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The IMC design algorithms based on linear models have
attracted much attention of control theorists, as well as of
practitioners, especially within industrial applications in
1980s. Almost in parallel with such developments many
successful trials were conducted using the IMC architecture
combined with some kind of adaptation mechanism applied to
control slowly varying processes [3],[4].
Further more, as the MLNN have been proved as universal
approximators they were used in IMC architectures to control
nonlinear processes [2],[5]-[10]. In that sense an Approximate
Internal Model-based Neural Control (AIMNC) and its
modification were proposed for unknown nonlinear discrete
time processes [11]-[13]. High performance of the mentioned
algorithms have been demonstrated at applications to some
benchmark examples of industrial processes. However, we
have noticed unacceptable behavior in applications of such
designs to control slow industrial processes. The typical
industrial processes show some accumulation effects plus dead
time, i.e. they usually have a very slow dynamics.
The well-known examples of such processes are tanks,
where the liquid level is controlled by using the difference
between the input and output ﬂow rates to form a manipulated
variable [14], so in this paper we consider a double tank
system as a plant.
To overcome the above mentioned problem in applications
of the modified AIMNC algorithm, in this paper we present an
extension of the modified AIMNC controller design for slow
nonlinear discrete time processes. This extension is based on a
heuristic consideration of the needed control changes which
provide requested tracking performance of the control system.
However, simulation results confirm the validity of the
proposed control design in cases of slow nonlinear discrete
time processes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the Section
II, a plant modeling, structure and the modified AIMNC
controller design procedure are given. The Section III gives an
extension of the modified AIMNC algorithm applied to double
tank system together with simulation results demonstrating
performance of the proposed approach in controlling slow
processes. In the Section IV we give conclusions of the work.
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II. THE AIMNC CONTROLLER DESIGN

and remainder

A. The plant modeling
A general input–output representation for an n-dimensional
unknown nonlinear discrete time system with relative degree d
is as follows [15]

y(k  d )  f [wk , u(k )] ,

(1)

where a vector wk is composed of current y(k ) and past values
of the output y(k  1), i  1,, n  1 , and past values of the input
u(k  1), i  1,, n  1 , at the system, and nonlinear mapping is
defined by f : R n  R n  R with f  C  .
Modeling is the first step in designing a controller for
unknown nonlinear system. Different types of neural networks
have been considered for modeling and control of nonlinear
dynamical systems. In this paper, a MLNN has been used for
modeling of nonlinear discrete time dynamical systems due to
its general approximation abilities. If there is an appropriate
number of the neurons in the hidden layers and adequately
determined free parameters, the MLNN can approximate
arbitrary continuous nonlinear function on a compact subset
C  of R n  R n to the desired accuracy [16].
A Neural Network Nonlinear Autoregressive Moving
Average (NARMA) model, i.e. NN NARMA model is defined
as follows [11],[12]

y(k  d )  N[wk , u(k )]   k ,

(2)

where N[] is a neural model of the nonlinear dynamical
system and the weight vector of the NN is omitted for
simplicity,  k is an output model error.
Taking into account the disturbances acting on the plant, (2)
can be written as

y(k  d )  N[wk , u(k )]  vk ,

(3)

vk

B. An approximation of the NN model
The NN controller in the IMC control structure represemts
an inversion of the NN model of the plant [7]. Hence, it is
necessary to find the inversion of nonlinear mapping,
represented by the NN, that models the nonlinear plant [2],
[3]. Thus [11]-[13], an approximate model for the system (3)
using Taylor series expansion of N[wk , u(k )] with respect to
u (k )

around u(k  1) is as

y(k  d )  N[ wk , u(k )]  vk 
 N[ wk , u (k  1)]  N1[ wk , u (k  1)]u (k )  Rk  vk

is given by

Rk  N 2 [wk ,  k ]( u(k )) 2 / 2 ,
where

N2 [wk ,  k ]   2 N[wk ,  k )]/ u 2 (k )

with  k

(5)
as a point

between u(k ) and u(k  1) .
Based on the assumptions made in [11], after neglecting the
reminder Rk and the uncertainty vk in (4), the NN approximate
model output yˆ m (k  d ) is derived as follows

yˆ m (k  d )  N[wk , u(k  1)]  N1[wk , u(k  1)]u(k ).

(6)

Since in (6), a control increment u(k ) appears linearly in the
output yˆ m (k  d ) of the NN approximate model, thus the design
of the inverse NN controller is facilitated. To obtain the NN
approximate model (6) and NN controller, the calculation of
N1[wk , u(k  1)] is needed. As was shown in [12], when using the
NN with two hidden layers and neurons with hyperbolic
activation functions within it, both the NN model and a
calculation of N1[wk , u(k  1)] can be obtained by one neural
network, whose parameters are trained off-line.
C. The controller design
From (6) the control increment u(k ) is as follows

u(k )  ( yˆ m (k  d )  N[wk , u(k  1)]) / N1[wk , u(k  1)]. (7)
The control increment in (6) can be divided into two parts
[12], as shown below

u(k )  u n (k )  uc (k ) ,
where
u c (k )

u n (k )

is

(8)

refers to the nominal control increment and
used

to

compensate

the model error and

disturbances. Using (8), (6) becomes

represents the effect of uncertainties (model error  k
and disturbances).
where

Rk

47

yˆ m (k  d )  N[ wk , u (k  1)]

(9)

 N1[ wk , u (k  1)]( un (k )  uc (k )).

When the model is exact and there is no disturbances, i.e. in
the nominal case, the NN approximate model is given as
follows

yˆ m (k  d )  N[wk , u(k  1)]  N1[wk , u(k  1)]un (k ). (10)
If the NN approximate model given by (10) has a stable
inverse, then the nominal control increment u n (k ) can be

, (4)

where N1[wk , u(k  1)]  N[wk , u(k  1)] /u(k ) , u(k )  u(k )  u(k  1) ,

obtained directly by

un (k ) 
 (r (k  d )  N[ wk , u (k  1)]) / N1[wk , u (k  1)]

,

(11)

48
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where r (k  d ) is the reference signal at the time instant (k  d ) .
The nominal control law is determined as

u(k )  u(k  1)  un (k ).

Based on (8), (13) and (16) the control law is expressed as

u (k )  u (k  1)   (r (k  d )
 N[ wk , u (k  1)]) / N1[ wk , u (k  1)]   (k ) / N1[ wk , u (k  1)].

(12)

If the NN approximate model given by (10) has an unstable
inversion, it is necessary to modify (11) by introducing a
parameter  , as proposed in [12], according to

un (k ) 

The control law (17) consists of the nominal NN controller and
uncertainties compensation. The analysis of robustness and
stability of the control law (17) is given in [12].
The conceptual structure of the modified AIMNC with
control law given by (17) and the NN approximate model
given by (10) is shown in Fig. 1. With S ( z 1 ) is labeled a set

(13)

  (r (k  d )  N[ wk , u (k  1)]) / N1[ wk , u (k  1)],

point filter, with F ( z 1 ) robustness filter, where z 1 is
backward shift operator [17]. The role of the blocks marked
with "Scale" in Fig. 1. will be explained in the Section III.

where 0    1 . An introduction of the parameter  ensures
that the control law given by (12) is bounded. The parameter
 can be 1 in the case where the NN approximate model has
the stable inverse. Conditions for the stability of the nominal
NN controller given by (12) are detailed in [12].
In the presence of the plant model error and disturbances,
substituting (8) in to (4), gives

y(k  d )  N [ wk , u(k  1)]  N1[ wk , u (k  1)]un (k )

D. The modified AIMNC controller design
A positive feature of the IMC control structure is that zero
steady-state error in the system can be achieved if we ensure
that the steady-state gain of the controller is the inverse value
of the steady-state gain of the model [7]. On other hand, it has
been shown in [18], that the controller design in the AIMNC
structure can be highly facilitated when the reference signal
and disturbances have constant values.
Here, we repeat conditions under which it is possible to
achieve the satisfactory accuracy in the steady-state with
AIMNC structure shown on the Fig. 1. in presence of the
constant reference signal and constant disturbances [18]. If the
system achieves the zero steady-state error then y(k )  r (k ) and
u(k )  u(k )  u(k  1)  0 , then using (15) and (17), one has

(14)

 N1[ wk , u(k  1)]uc (k )  Rk  vk .
Define the NN approximate model error  (k ) as

 (k )  y(k )  yˆ m (k ).

(15)

The control increment u c (k ) for compensation of the model
error and disturbances is as follows [12]

uc (k )   (k ) / N1[wk , u(k  1)].

Scale

N (wk , u(k  1)) N1(wk , u(k  1))

Scale

Scale

Scale

u(k-1)
Δun(k)

+
+
+

r(k)

Nominal Control Increment

1

S(z )



r (k  d )  N ( wk , u(k  1))
N1 ( wk , u (k  1))

u(k )   (r (k  d )  N[ wk , u (k  1)]) / N1[ wk , u (k  1)]

(16)

NNs, N and derivative N1

  (k ) / N1[ wk , u (k  1)]  0,

y(k)

Disturbance

u(k-1)
z

dk

-1

u(k)

y(k)

Plant

Δuc(k)
Δun(k)

NN Aproximate Model

yˆ m (k  d )  N ( wk , u (k  1)) 
 N1 ( wk , u (k  1)) u n (k )

Δuc(k)

Fig. 1. The conceptual structure of the modified AIMNC

(17)

yˆ m (k ) _

ε(k)

Uncertainty Compensation



1
N1 ( wk , u (k  1))

F ( z 1 )

+
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or

r (k  d )  N[wk , u(k  1)]   (k )  0,
and after substituting (15) in last equation it becomes

r (k  d )  N[wk , u(k  1)]  y(k )  yˆ m (k )  0.
In the steady-state we have

(18)

yˆ m (k )  yˆ m (k  1)  ...  yˆ m (k  d ) .

Substituting (10) and (13) in to (18), we obtain

r (k  d )  N[ wk , u(k  1)]  y(k )  N [wk , u (k  1)]
  (r (k  d )  N[ wk , u (k  1)])  0,

Fig. 2. The schematic representation of the double tank system

or

2 (r (k  d )  N[wk , u(k  1)])  y(k )  N[wk , u(k  1)],
and consequently


Also,

y(k )  N [ wk , u (k  1)]
1

.
2 r (k  d )  N [ wk , u (k  1)]

(19)

when

reference
values
are
constant
the system will have the zero steadystate error if y(k )  r(k )  r(k  1)  ...  r(k  d ) . It follows from
(19) that   0.5 is the necessary condition that the system in
Fig. 1. attains the zero steady-state error in the case of the
constant reference signal and constant disturbances.
The comparison of the AIMNC strategy with respect to
performance of the fixed and adaptive IMC has been presented
in [18]. Through a sequence of simulations we have
demonstrated performance of the AIMNC strategy and verified
that the system with the parameter value of   0.5 achieves
the zero steady-state error in case of the constant reference
signal and constant disturbances.
r (k )  r (k  1)  ...  r (k  d )

(GPC) [20], self-tuning IMC-PID regulator [21], direct control
with neural networks [22], swarm adaptive tuning of hybrid
PI-NN controller [23], Robust ℋ2/ℋ∞/reference model
dynamic output-feedback control [24].
The input flow q into the first tank is proportional to the
voltage u of the pump P, which is the input to the plant. The
fluid flows from the first tank to the second and flow rate q1 is
a function of the difference of liquid level h1 and h in the first
and second tank, respectively. From the second tank the fluid
flows freely and a flow q 2 is a function of liquid level h
which is the output of the plant. The task of the control system
is control of the liquid level y  h[m] in the second tank by
changing the voltage u[V] at the pump input.
The parameters of the plant, shown in Fig. 2., are: a crosssectional area of the tank A  0.0154[m 2 ] , the discharge
coefficient of the first tank k1 and discharge coefficient of the
second tank k 2 . Based on the balance between changes in the
amount of fluids in the tanks and flows we have a system of
nonlinear equations [21],[22]:





dh1 1
 ku  k1 2 g h1  y  ,
dt
A



III. THE MODIFIED AIMNC FOR THE DOUBLE TANK SYSTEM
Since most industrial processes have slow dynamics we
consider the control design procedure for the nonlinear plant in
the cases of such kind of process dynamics. Also, in a large
number of industrial processes inputs and outputs of the plant
can not take negative values. In addition to that, it is necessary
to take into account a downside of the possible actuator
saturation.
In order to illustrate the validity of the proposed control
design in cases of slow nonlinear discrete time processes we
have chosen a double tank system as the plant. Its schematic
representation is shown in Fig. 2. It is a nonlinear plant with
slow dynamics that is often used for a verification of various
control strategies: adaptive IMC [4], neuro-adaptive IMC [9],
self-tuning regulator [19], Generalized Predictive Control

(20)



dy 1
 k1 2 g h1  y   k 2 2 gy ,
dt
A

(21)

where k  q / u  1.174  10 5 [m3 / Vs] is the coefficient of the pump
and g  9.81[m/s2 ] is the acceleration of gravitational force.
Since the dynamics of the pump is negligible compared to the
dynamics of the two connected tanks, it is presented here as a
static gain. The parameters k1 and k 2 are determined
experimentally in a steady state. Let in the steady state
magnitudes h10 and y 0 are achieved at a control signal u 0 , then
dh1 / dt  dy / dt  0 and we have

u0 

k1 2 g
k

h

0
1



 y0 ,

(22)
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y0 

k12
k12  k 22

h10 .

(23)

For the experimentally determined values of the parameters
one obtains k1  2,46476 10 -5 [m 2 ] and k 2  1,816245  10-5 [m 2 ] .
Simple forward-difference approximations of the plant
model given by (20) and (21) are

h1 (k  1)  h1 (k ) 





1
ku (k )  k1 2 g h1 (k )  y(k ) , (24)
A

y (k  1)  y (k ) 





1
k1 2 g h1 (k )  y (k )   k2 2 g  y (k ) .
A

(25)
Fig. 3. The step response of the double tank system for pump voltage
u  3.065[V]

By entering the above mentioned parameter values of the plant
into (24) and (25) we obtain a nonlinear discrete time model of
the plant used for the design of the AIMNC controller:

h1 (k  1)  h1 (k ) 
0.0007625u (k )  0.0070893 h1 (k )  y(k ) ,

(26)

y(k  1)  y(k ) 
0.0070893 h1 (k )  y(k )   0.0052243 y(k ) .

(27)

In this model it is necessary to include the saturation of the
actuator, i.e. the control signal u (the plant input) is in the
range of 0 10 volts. Also, the output y of the plant can not
take negative value. The fluid level in the first tank must not
exceed the value h1  0.65[m] . From the (23), h10 / y 0  1.543 , the
desired stationary value of the plant output must not exceed
the value y 0  0.4213[m] .
The step response of the double tank system, represented by
(26) and (27), for the pump voltage u  3.065[V] , takes a
stationary value of y  0.2[m] at the output, Fig. 3. The
nonlinear discrete time plant model of double tank system can
be approximated by a linear one with a single pole and gain as
is given by
b z 1
~
0.0001893z 1 ,
PDTS ( z 1 )  1 1 
1  a1 z
1  0.9971z 1

u(k  1) . The MLNN in the first and second hidden layer has
had 10 neurons with hyperbolic tangent activation functions
and bias inputs. The linear activation function and bias input
has been used for the output neuron.
Since the double tank system have slow dynamics it is
necessary to pay special attention to the generation of adequate
training set, as well as the scaling of inputs and outputs of a
neural network in the training process, and then in the AIMNC
structure.
The different types of training sets have been generated for
different control vectors. A particular training set consisted of
12.000 pairs composed of y(k ) and u(k  1) , where each pair
represents an input vector of the neural network in time instant
k. The desired value y(k  1) has been obtained based on (26)
and (27).
A very good neural model for the AIMNC structure shown
in Fig. 1. was obtained for the control input u(k ), k  1,...,12000
chosen as a random number in the range 0 8 with a mean
value 4.0077, and the generated 12.001 values of y(k ) were in
the range 0 0.373 . Fig. 4. shows the double tank system
output y(k ) generated by this random control input.

(28)

This model has a pole at a1  0.9971 . It has a very slow
dynamics, Fig. 3. The system needed over 2000 sample
periods to reach a steady state from a zero initial level, by a
constant excitation of the pump, whereby a sampling period
for a real system is 1 second.
A. A Neural model of the double tank system
The MLNN structure with two hidden layers has been used
for modeling of the nonlinear discrete time dynamical system.
As inputs of the NN at time instant k were wk  y(k ) and

Fig. 4. The double tank system output
u  rand 0 8[V]

y

for the input vector
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A motivation for this choice of training pairs has been
derived from a request to regulate the plant output in the range
from 0 to 0.35 meters, and therefore it was chosen to change
the control signal from 0 to 8 volts with a mean value near to
4. The steady state y 0  0.35[m] corresponds to the voltage

for a modeling of the plant with slow dynamics has an order of
10 3 . It appears in the denominator of (13) and (16) for a
calculation of the nominal control increment u n (k ) and

u 0  4.0535[V]

at the pump input. The initial value of the plant
output has been set to y(1)  0 . With the proposed selection of
training pairs and the initial conditions an opportunity was
afforded to observe a plant dynamics contained in a transition
process from the zero initial state to the end of the operating
range, and in the vicinity of the steady-state.
For the NN training, a MATLAB function “newnarxsp”
[25], has been used. The inputs to the MLNN were scaled to
the range 1, 1 , training algorithm used Levenberg-Marquart
method [26]-[28], a number of training epochs was 1000 and
the achieved mean square error was 4.45x10-5. As a result of
off-line
training
we
obtained
the
matrix
101
102
1010
, W12  R , W21  R
and W32  R110
W  [W W ] , W10  R

6b. also shows the derivative of the neural network for the
modeling of the nonlinear plant with fast dynamics considered
in [18].

and vectors b1 , b2 and b3 , with dimensions 10x1, 10x1 and
1x1, respectively.
The blocks marked with a “Scale” in Fig. 1. are introduced
for the reason that the off-line training of MLNN performs
scaling of inputs and the output to the desired range 1 1 . So
to calculate N[wk , u(k )] in the AIMNC control structure it is
necessary to scale inputs within the range 1 1 , and the
output in the range 0 0.373 .
Fig. 5. shows the step responses of the neural network
N[ y(k ), u(k  1)] and of the double tank system given by (26) and
(27) for the step change of the voltage u  3.065[V] at the pump
input. The inputs in the neural network were scaled to the
range 1, 1 , and the output to the range 0 0.373 . From Fig.
5. is evident that the resulting neural model, with an order of
the model error of 10 4 [m] , is a good model of nonlinear plant
at hand. The model error  m is shown on Fig. 5, too.
A derivative of the the neural network N1[ y(k ), u(k  1)] is
shown in Fig. 6. In this case, the derivative of the NN

 are shown and on the Fig. 8. the corresponding control
action u and control increment u in the case of reference
signal r  0.2[m] . From the Fig. 8. it is seen an unacceptable
behavior of the AIMNC control structure. The system is
practically stable only due to the saturation of the actuator.
The control increments, due to the very small values of
derivative of the neural network, are too high and the voltage
at the pump oscillates between the saturation limits 0 and 10.
It is therefore necessary to consider how it is possible to limit
the values of the control increments in order to achieve
acceptable system behavior.
An adequate control signal to control systems with slow
dynamics, that most of the industrial processes posses, has
three distinct segments. Typically, the first segment consists of
a step change of the control signal, and the second of its
exponential decrease or increase depending on the sign of the
reference signal step change. In the case of the positive plant
gain, if the step change of the reference signal is positive then
the control signal in the second segment is decreasing and vice

Fig. 5. The neural network N [] and the double tank system y outputs, and

Fig. 6. The derivatives N1[] of the NNs of the slow plant and fast plant

10

11

12

model error  m for the step changes of voltage at the pump input

control increment for compensation of the model error and
disturbances u c (k ) , respectively. For sake of comparison, Fig.

B. The modified AIMNC controller for the double tank
system
In the case of the nonlinear plant with slow dynamics the
derivative of the neural network N1[ y(k ), u(k  1)] usually takes
very small values. When using the AIMNC control structure
this could represent a serious problem. The control increment
in the control law given by (17) can take unacceptably high
values. On the Fig. 7., the reference signal r  0.2[m] , system
output y , NN approximate model output ŷ m and model error
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Fig. 7. Reference r  0.2[m] , system output y , NN approximate model

Fig. 9. System output y and reference r

output ŷ m and model error 

Fig. 8. Control u and control increment u for reference r  0.2[m]

versa. The third segment is with a constant value of the control
signal for a fixed reference signal that should provide the zero
steady-state error.
It has already been shown that the satisfactory accuracy of
the system with the AIMNC controller will be achieved if
  0.5 , and we have therefore provided by the proper value of
the control signal in the third segment.
A required form of the control signal can be achieved if we
ensure that the step change of the reference signal create step
change of the neural model output. This requires a different
way to scale the control signal that is an input to the neural
network, i.e. it is necessary to increase it. Therefore, in the
considered case we have scaled the input of the neural model,
to the range 0 62 .
We have performed the simulation of the AIMNC strategy
shown in Fig. 1. with the obtained MLNN. The set point filter
was chosen as S ( z 1 )  (1  r1 ) /(1  r1 z 1 ) with r1  0 , i.e. S ( z 1 )  1 ,
and a robustness filter as F ( z 1 )  (1  0.99942) /(1  0.99942 z 1 ) .
Due to the proposed method of the control signal scaling,
neural model error became bigger, and we have used the
robustness filter F ( z 1 ) .

Fig. 10. Control action u

The reference r (k ) was chosen to take the values of 0.2,
0.15, 0.35, and 0.05, successively for five periods of the 2000
samples.
On the Fig. 9. the response of the system with AIMNC
controller for the double tank system with the proposed
method of a control signal scaling is shown. The
corresponding control signal is shown in Fig. 10.
Figs. 9.-10. depict satisfactory behavior of the proposed
modified AIMNC strategy for the typical industrial processes
and confirm that the choice of parameter   0.5 provides the
zero steady-state error in cases of the constant reference
signals.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented an improvement of the
AIMNC structure. The procedure of designing the MLNN
model and controller is shown. The necessary condition for
providing an appropriate accuracy of the system at steady state
in the case of the constant reference signal and constant
disturbances is derived.
Also, we have suggested an approach in which one can
ensure satisfactory behavior of the AIMNC law for controling
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slow industrial processes and provide the zero steady state
error in the cases of constant reference signals and constant
disturbances. Simulation results confirm performance
improvements obtained by the proposed modification of the
AIMNC algorithm.
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Abstract—Distributed generation (DG) has the potential to
bring respectable benefits to electricity customers, distribution
utilities and community in general. Among the customer benefits,
the most important are the electricity bill reduction, reliability
improvement, use of recovered heat, and qualifying for financial
incentives. In this paper, an integrated cost-benefit methodology
for assessment of customer-driven DG is presented. Target
customers are the industrial and commercial end-users that are
critically dependent on electricity supply, due to high
consumption, high power peak demand or high electricity supply
reliability requirements. Stochastic inputs are represented by the
appropriate probability models and then the Monte Carlo
simulation is employed for each investment alternative. The
obtained probability distributions for the prospective profit are
used to assess the risk, compare the alternatives and make
decisions.
Index Terms—Distributed generation (DG), customerperspective approach, integrated cost-benefit assessment, Monte
Carlo simulation, long-term planning, uncertainty analysis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I

N a few recent decades, distributed generation (DG) draws
an increasing attention due to its numerous techno-economic
and environmental potentials [1]. Primarily, the community
may be interested in introducing such a small-scale generation
connected close to end-users in order to improve the overall
efficiency and security of the nation’s energy supply. Secondly, distributed generation may bring significant benefits to
distribution power utilities through upgrade investment deferral, avoided electricity purchase, and loss reduction. Finally,
the single electricity customers may also achieve remarkable
benefits from the use of distribution generation especially
through electricity bill reduction, improvement of supply
reliability and combined production of heat and power (CHP).
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By the most authors, the concept of optimal investment in
distributed generation is considered from the perspective of
distribution power utility. This problem principally comes
down to determination of rated powers and installation
locations for prospective DG units and is usually referred to as
optimal DG sizing and sitting. The optimality criteria are
mainly loss minimization, improvement of reliability and
power quality, network upgrade deferral or voltage profile
improvement [2]-[4]. There are also multi-objective
approaches with a combination of two or more optimization
goals [5]-[7].
Several papers emphasize “a customer approach”, although
the term customers does not refer to electricity end-users, but
to the independent DG developers which consider the
investments in DG units that would be connected at the
appropriate locations in the distribution network being optimal
for investor’s profit maximization. For example, Ref. [8] has
presented a methodology based on the Monte Carlo simulation
where DG units of random size were placed on random
locations in the distribution network searching for the solution
which would offer the maximum overall network benefits. In
the paper is then highlighted that the total achieved benefits
must be accordingly translated to the deserving parties, among
them the DG owners.
On the contrary to the network-perspective approaches, this
paper focuses on the significantly less studied problem of the
benefits achievable by the single electricity customers. In
particular, we deal with the industrial and commercial
customers that are billed by the world’s most common time-ofuse (TOU) electricity tariff, consisted of both volumetric and
demand cost elements. Our target customers observe the
problem exclusively from their point of view and are not in
possession of any data about the structure and operation of the
distribution network they are connected to.
The problem of customer adoption of distributed generation
and optimal operation of installed DG units has been
illustrated in [9]. The optimization task, written in a form of
mixed-integer linear program, has been solved by using
commercial software and, in its original form, has taken into
account only the benefits of electricity bill reduction. This
approach is a pure customer-perspective, though through using
the more general concept of a microgrid, where a group of
related customers are observed together as a low voltage
network. The original model has been extended in [10], where
combined generation of heat as well as the use of local energy
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storage devices have been considered, but still without taking
into account the DG reliability benefits. It is not the only
approach where the potentials of CHP systems to provide
savings to the customers have been analyzed [11][12]. Finally,
in this short literature review, the study of very important issue
of stochastic change of fuel and electricity prices must
necessarily be mentioned [13].
In our previous efforts we have also discussed about the
customer electricity bill reduction by means of the optimal
scheduling of distributed generation. We have introduced a
method based on a search procedure capable of dealing with
non-linear, non-convex and discontinuous DG cost functions
[14]. We have also analyzed the impact of financial incentives
on customer DG investments [15], as well as the potentials of
DG to provide the reliability improvements [16].
In this paper, the results of recent studies have been utilized
in order to establish a new integral DG installation assessment
methodology that would include a majority of influential
factors. The main goal of the methodology is to provide an
answer to the customer is it profitable or not to invest in
distributed generation and which is the best possible solution
from the investment options available on the market. The
approach considers the overall life time of the DG investment
and, due to uncertainties in input parameters, involves not only
deterministic but also stochastic elements. Since the life times
of DG technologies are typically a couple of decades long, the
change in worth of money over time must also be respected
and thus all money amounts must be converted into their
present values. Like in the other long-term planning
methodologies, the employed models and procedures are kept
as simple as possible, but tending to involve all the essential
principles. The main benefits taken into account are the
customer’s bill reduction, reliability improvement, combined
heat and power savings as well as financial incentives. On the
opposite side of the scales lie the DG investment costs. The
probability distributions of net profit calculated from the
benefits and costs are used for declaring the best solution.
They may also be used for the assessment of customer
investment risk. It should be noted that the proposed
methodology is modular and, in case of presence of additional
facts not covered in this study, the new costs/benefits can be
easily attached to the basic framework.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
A. Overview of the System under Consideration
The target customer is a medium or large industrial or
commercial company whose business is significantly
dependent on electricity supply, due to high electricity
consumption, high power peak demand or high electricity
supply reliability requirements. The traditional way for
customer energy supply is purchasing electricity from the
distribution utility company. The alternative is buying fuel
from the market and generating electricity locally, by using
own generating units. The customer considers an investment in
on-site dispatchable generating units such as reciprocating
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engines, gas turbines, microturbines, and fuel cells. The
dispatchable units may also be combined with some renewable
energy technologies like solar and wind power devices.
Depending on their rated powers, DG units may partially or
completely satisfy the customer load. A potential deficit can be
compensated by purchasing electricity from the utility. The
purchasing may also be preferred in the case of electricity
prices being more attractive then fuel prices. On the other
hand, it is assumed that the surplus electricity is not sold back
to the grid. The opposite class of problems, assuming the twoway flow of energy and net-metering, deserves its own
approach. Finally, since our research is focused on the
application of distributed generation, the other customer costsaving techniques like demand-side management or local
energy storage are not considered in the paper. The concept of
the system is illustrated in Fig. 1.
POWER
UTILITY

L1
L2

ENERGY
STORAGE
(optional)

L3

Lm

G1

LOADS

Gn
DG UNITS

CONTROL

Fig. 1. The concept of the system under consideration

B. Stochastic vs. Deterministic Methodology
In case when all inputs are known with complete certainty,
the economic cost-benefit assessment may be performed using
the traditional discounted cash flow (DCF) method [17]. For
each considered investment alternative, the net present value
(NPV) is calculated using the following manner

NPV j 

B j,k  C j,k


k
k L 1  d 





where Bj,k is the benefit obtained by the use of DG investment
alternative j during the year k, Cj,k is the corresponding
annualized cost, d is the discount rate and L is the life time of
the investment. The usual decision-making approach is
choosing the alternative having the highest positive NPV.
On the contrary, in cases when several input variables
exhibit stochastic changes, the conventional approach should
be extended. One of the most comprehensive methods for
analyzing problems that involve uncertainty is Monte Carlo
simulation (MCS) [18]. In the MCS method, the main
stochastic variables are assigned probabilistic models, a
sufficient number of random scenarios is generated and, for
each scenario, the behavior of the system is simulated. The
output of MCS procedure is a probability distribution of NPV,
which represents a full spectrum of possible outcomes of the
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investment. By analyzing the obtained distributions for
considered investment alternatives, risk is assessed and the
best solution is selected.
The example of decision making is shown in Fig. 2.
Scenario 1 is the situation where cumulative density functions
(CDF) of the profit do not intersect. For the same probability,
the profit of project B is always higher than the profit of
project A. Or alternatively, given one particular profit, the
probability that it will be achieved or exceeded is always
higher by project B than it is by project A. Hence, the project
B should be unambiguously selected for realization. In
scenario 2 the decision may go into two opposite directions.
Risk-loving investors will be attracted by the possibility of
higher profit and therefore will choose project A. Risk-averse
investors will be attracted by the possibility of low loss and
will therefore choose project B.
Project A
Project B

CDF

PDF

1)

Project A
Project B

Profit [$]
Project A
Project B

CDF

PDF

2)

Profit [$]

Project A
Project B

Profit [$]

Profit [$]

Fig. 2. Using the probability density functions (PDF) and cumulative density
functions (CDF) for case comparisons: 1) unambiguous advantage of case B;
2) indeterminate situation - decision between low loss and high profit.

C. The Principle of Existence of Optimum Rated Power
The existence of the optimal investment solution may be
demonstrated on a single DG unit example (Fig. 3). The
investment costs grow linearly with the increase in rated power
of the unit or, due to the economy of scale, their slope may
have a slight decrease. The benefits are also getting higher
when greater units are chosen, but the finite energy
requirements of the customer are the reason for the growth
saturation. Therefore, there exists the optimal rated power
which guarantees the maximum difference between the
benefits and costs.
III. MODELS AND METHODS
A. Modeling of Inputs
In procedures for quantification of achievable benefits, the
following inputs are considered as crucial:
 Customer load diagram;
 Long term retail prices of electricity;

Cash flows [$]
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Optimal rated power

Rated power [kW]

Benefits
Costs

Savings

Fig. 3. The principle of finding the optimal rated power

 Long term retail prices of fuel for distributed generating
units (such as natural gas, diesel, gasoline or hydrogen);
 Meteorological inputs such as wind speed and insolation
(for renewable energy sources, if existent);
 Reliability of distributed generation;
 Reliability of the grid at the customer connection point;
 Start-up costs of distributed generation;
 Customer damage costs incurred by interruptions in
power supply.
More details about the stochastic modeling of listed inputs
can be found, for instance, in [16],[19]-[26],[28],[29].
B. Quantification of Benefits and Costs
1) Reduction in Customer Electricity Bill
The cost savings achievable by the customer are highly
influenced by the way how the generating units are scheduled
to run. The most simple but the less economical dispatch
procedure is a continuous operation of DG. A quite better
solution is dispatching the units at certain periods of day or
year, during the hours of peak demand or high price of
electricity [12]. A further improvement represents the
threshold control, where DG is run whenever the customer
load is greater than the predefined threshold value [12][30].
The best results are achievable by employing the heuristic
dispatch methods which take into account the probabilistic
nature of the input variables [19][31].
In this study, we employ our dispatch strategy which is
presented and discussed in [19]. The so called Enhanced
threshold control algorithm (ETC) is a quality solution which
is capable of dispatching an arbitrary number of DG units. The
algorithm is designed to successfully cope with realistic issues
such as non-linearity in DG efficiency curves, stochastic nature
of input variables and existence of peak demand charges in the
customer electricity bill.
2) Reliability Benefits
Many industrial and commercial customers, that are
sensitive on power interruptions, may also significantly benefit
from DG in the role of a backup source. Evaluation of benefits
of improved reliability are based on Monte Carlo simulation
methodology that we described in [16]. Basically, we
determine the customer damage costs incurred due to
interruptions in power supply and comparing the cases without
and with distributed generation. Avoided interruption costs are
equivalent to achieved benefit of improved reliability (BREL).
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the present values of expected annual benefits which would the
customer achieve from the incentive program.
5) Investment Costs
Analogously to the treatment of benefits, for the use in
discounted cash flow, the investment costs are to be displayed
in a form of stream of annual cash outflows. Due to a wide
variety of options for financing the DG projects, the outflow
stream formation procedure is not unambiguously defined. For
example, for upfront paid investment, the cash flow comes
down just to one outflow - the whole investment cost paid in
the year zero. On the other hand, if the investment is loan
based, the outflow stream contain values for the overall loan
repayment period.
6) Other Benefits and Costs
Depending on regional, economical and regulatory
occasions as well as the nature of the customer, it is possible to
encounter other specific costs or earn some additional benefits
related to the usage of distributed generation. New costs and
benefits have also to be properly quantified in a form of annual
cash flow streams and included in the evaluation model.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
A. Input Parameters
The algorithm is tested on a hypothetical customer which
weekly diagram of expected load (Lm) and standard deviation
(σ) are given in Fig. 4. It is assumed that precise load history is
not available so as the random load time series is generated by
using the following expression


Lh  Lm h   h  N h 0,1 
where Nh(0,1) are independent values drawn from the normal
distribution.
900
Lm(h)±σ(h)
800
Lm(h)

700
600
Load [kW]

Since the crucial inputs such as number of failures per year
or times of occurrences of particular failures are not
deterministic but stochastic variables, the amount of reliability
benefits is also obtained in a form of a probability distribution
rather than as single value.
3) Benefits of Combined Generation of Heat and Power
For customers who have a substantial need for thermal
energy, it could be thought about the investment in DG units
that have the option of waste heat recovery (CHP). It is then
necessary to assess whether the benefits of recovered heat
from the CHP unit is greater than the cost of investment in
such an upgrade.
The effectiveness of CHP system is primarily determined by
a heat-to-power ratio of the customer [11]. The customers with
high heat-to-power ratio, i.e. with heat load dominant over
electrical load, utilize the CHP systems in heat-tracking (HT)
mode of operation. HT means that the heat output of the CHP
system follows the heat demand of the customer. Electricity
generation has the second level of priority and the possible
deficit of electrical energy is compensated by purchasing from
the utility. Most of the savings is achieved on the basis of
production of heat energy, while production of electricity, the
peak shaving and reliability improvement are not of noticeable
importance. Therefore, such kind of customers is not of
interest for the methodology proposed in this paper.
Since the target for this study are the customers
considerably dependent on supply of electric energy, the
remainder of the analysis concentrates on the customers with
low heat-to-power ratio. Considering this limitation, it only
makes sense to analyze the electricity tracking mode for the
operation of the CHP system. In electricity-tracking (ET)
mode the primary goal is electricity production. The power
output of the CHP system is adjusted to follow the electrical
demand of the customer. Deficit of heat energy is compensated
by the customer’s auxiliary boiler or provided by an external
heat supplier, while possible surplus of heat is dissipated into
the atmosphere. By working in this regime, it is possible to
operate DG units strictly according to previously calculated
optimal schedules and thus to achieve maximum selfgeneration and peak-shaving benefits. The worth of CHP
benefit is equivalent to the worth of heat energy which is
avoided to be purchased or locally generated by customer
boilers.
4) Incentives and Grants
Financial incentives are another important factor which can
significantly improve the quality of the considered project and
stimulate the customer to invest in distributed generation. DG
technologies that are favored and predominantly financially
supported by governments or other entities are renewable
energy sources, environmentally improved fossil-fuel
generation, as well as modern high-efficiency and
cogeneration facilities. The diversity of possible types of
incentives is practically unlimited and therefore it is hard to
derive a universal approach. Instead, every available incentive
program deserves its own separate analysis. However, despite
of type diversity, every analysis should result in the stream of
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Fig. 4. Stochastic model of the customer load

The customer considers an investment in a natural gas
fueled microturbine facility. The equipment manufacturer
offers six alternatives (G1 to G6), with power outputs ranging
from 65 to 1000 kW. The main characteristics are shown in
Table I. The facilities G1 and G2 are made of a single turbine,
while the others represent multiturbine configurations built by
using 200kW units. The additional important parameters are
listed in Table II. The example of extremely non-linear
efficiency curve of a microturbine facility (alternative G4) is
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shown in Fig. 5.
The life time is 15 years, for all six investment options. The
investments costs are covered by a subsidized loan with 5,56%
interest rate. The discount rate is set at 7%.
TABLE I
BASIC PARAMETERS FOR CONSIDERED INVESTMENT OPTIONS
Parameter
G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
Technology
Microturbine
Type
C65
C200
C400
C600
C800 C1000
Configuration
1×65 1×200 2×200 3×200 4×200 5×200
Max. output (kW)
65
200
400
600
800
1000
Min. output (kW)
20
50
50
50
50
50
Invest. cost (M$)
0,15
0,40
0,75
1
1,2
1,4
CHP module (M$) 0,026
0,06
0,12
0,18
0,24
0,3

Efficiency [%]

35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
100

200

300

400

500

TABLE III
BASIC ENERGY PRICING PARAMETERS
Parameter
Value
Electricity mean level
3,61
Electricity start price
3,73
Electricity reversion rate
3,13
Electricity price volatility
0,41
Natural gas mean level
1,35
Natural gas start price
1,31
Natural gas reversion rate
1,69
Natural gas price volatility
0,39
Natural gas-electricity price correlation
0,82

Unit
ln($/MWh)
ln($/MWh)
1/year
1/year
ln($/MWh)
ln($/MWh)
1/year
1/year
-

B. Base Case
A Monte Carlo simulation is run for each investment
alternative. The simulations contain 100 runs each, which is
chosen as a compromise between computation time and the
resolution of obtained results. The first conclusion for the base
case can be drawn from distributions of profit NPV shown in
Fig. 6. Since the cumulative probability functions do not
intersect, it is possible to make unambiguous order of
investments by the quality: (1) C800, (2) C600, (3) C1000, (4)
C400, (5) C200 i (6) C65. Fig. 7 shows that the maximum
expected value of the profit NPV corresponds to the rated
power of 800kW. Expected profit for C65 is even negative,
which makes the alternative G1 absolutely inappropriate for
further analysis.

TABLE II
ADDITIONAL PARAMETERS FOR CONSIDERED INVESTMENT OPTIONS
Parameter
G1-G6
Mean time to failure - MTTF (h)
14000
Mean time to repair - MTTR (h)
3,1
Start-up time (min)
3
Start-up cost ($/start-up)
Start-up time×Full load cost
Non-fuel variable cost ($/kWh)
0,005

0

the week, and season of the year. More details on reliability
parameters are given in [16].

600

Output [kW]

1

dy   y  y  y dt   y dWx  1   y dWy
2

(3)

where x and y are the logarithms of the electricity and natural
gas prices, κx and κy are the corresponding mean-reversion
rates, x and y are the mean reversion levels, σx and σy are the
corresponding price volatility rates, Wx and Wy and are the
standard Wiener processes.
The wholesale prices are transferred to the retail level by
averaging on a monthly horizon and by adding the costs of
distribution. The retail price of natural gas is assumed to be
flat all the month long. The electricity prices are assumed
different for both on-peak and off-peak volumetric
consumption as well as the monthly peak demand, which is
adjusted by appropriate factors. The most important
parameters are summarized in Table III, while more detailed
explanations can be found in [29].
The average number of grid outages is 1 failure/year, while
the expected repair time is 2,3 hours. The outages are
simulated using the failure pattern recorded at the customer
connection point - the distributions of the moment of
occurrence and repair time in terms of time of the day, day of

0,9

C65

0,8

C200
C400

0,7

C600

0,6

C800
0,5

C1000

0,4
0,3
0,2
0,1
0
-4

-2

0

2

4

6

Profit NPV [ $100.000]

Fig. 6. Base case: Empirical CDFs for considered investment alternatives
20
E(NPV)
15

C(NPV)
B(NPV)

10
Cash flow [ $100.000]

Wholesale prices of natural gas and electricity are simulated
by using the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) correlated stochastic
process with mean reverting drift, in accordance with the
following equations:
(2)
dx   x x  xdt   x dWx

Empirical CDF

Fig. 5. Efficiency curve of a 3×200kW microturbine facility (alternative G4).
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Fig. 7. Base case: Cash flows in terms of microturbine output power
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NPV, while the expected values are left almost unchanged.
The interpretation of this phenomenon is simple. When the
prices of gas and electricity change with the correlated
trajectories, the ratio of their prices are not changed within
wide limits, so the customer savings are similar from month to
month. When the correlation decreases, the ratio of the price
of gas and electricity oscillates more. Therefore, in cases with
expensive electricity the savings are getting greater and in
cases with expensive gas the savings are getting lower. This
increases the deviation of the results, but the average value of
the profit does not experience a remarkable change.
4
b) Electricity-gas price correlation 0,82 -> 0.41
G4

Expected NPV [×$100.000]

C. Sensitivity Analysis
Errors in the input parameters may lead to erroneous results
and conclusions. Therefore, the analysis is performed in order
to determine how the results are influenced by the change in
particular inputs. In this paper we show some representative
results of our comprehensive sensitivity analysis. The
investigation is limited to three most promising alternatives,
namely G4-G6.
1) Case A: Electricity Price Volatility
Case A covers the impact of electricity price volatility. Fig.
8 shows that the increase in volatility of approximately 50%
leads to a just slight increase in profit NPV, for each
investment alternative. The increase is logical since the greater
deviation in electricity price provides room for distributed
generation to participate more effectively both in peak shaving
and energy generation. Fig. 9 shows that the increase in
deviation of the electricity price also leads to the larger
deviation of the profit NPV. Obviously, C800 remains the best
alternative for the customer.
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Fig. 10. Case B: Changes in expected value and standard deviation of profit
NPV due to decrease in correlation between the prices of natural gas and
electricity.
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Fig. 8. Case A: Cash flows in terms of microturbine output power
4
a) Electricity price volatility: 0,41 -> 0,6
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3) Case C: Natural Gas to Electricity Mean Level Ratio
The gas/electricity price ratio is one of the most important
factors that dictate the amount of achievable savings for the
customer. Case C will test the impact of this variable. The
mean level of natural gas price logarithm is therefore changed
from initial 1,35 to an arbitrary new value of 1,54. As might be
expected, the impact on the achievable savings will be very
strong. Because of the expensive gas, distributed generation
will be used much rarely, mainly just for the peak shaving.
Results in Fig. 11 show that the alternative with C1000 very
likely finishes its life time with negative NPV of the profit.
The alternatives C600 and C800 keep the profits positive, but
the expected values of NPV are more than halved in
comparison with the base case. Once again, C800 remains the
best investment alternative.
1

2
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Fig. 9. Case A: Changes in expected value and standard deviation of profit
NPV due to increase in electricity price volatility.

2) Case B: Natural Gas to Electricity Price Correlation
In the base case, the correlation between the prices of
natural gas and electricity is assumed to be high, which is
appropriate for the markets where a large portion of electricity
is produced by gas power plants. The adopted value of the
correlation coefficient ρ in the formula (3) is 0,82. In this
analysis, the initial value of the correlation coefficient is
decreased down to ρ = 0,41. Fig. 10 shows that halving the
correlation factor significantly affects the standard deviation of

Empirical CDF
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Fig. 11. Case C: Empirical CDFs for considered investment alternatives.
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4) Case D: Load deviation
Case D covers the influence of uncertainty in customer load
to the amount of savings achievable by DG. The standard
deviation of the customer load from the base case is doubled
here and the Monte Carlo simulations are performed again for
the alternatives G4-G6. Increased deviation of the load
logically leads to an increase in the monthly peak demand.
Therefore, C1000 comes into play since it has the largest
potential for the peak shaving. As per Fig. 12 the overall
performance of C1000 almost reaches the results achievable
by C800. C600 as the facility with the smallest output power is
not significantly affected by the change in the load deviation.

unreliable distribution grid, the benefits of improved reliability
can be even greater than the benefits of cheaper energy supply.
1
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Fig. 12. Case D: Changes in expected value and standard deviation of profit
NPV due to increase in deviation of the customer load.

D. Contribution in Reliability Improvement
It is interesting to determine which portion of the total
benefits is related to improved reliability. According to
principles described in [16], the customer loads are sorted in a
priority order, so as in case of the grid outage, the most critical
loads are served first by distributed generation. Although the
less critical loads are left disconnected, the customer does not
incur a significant additional damage. For the customer
considered in this paper, microturbine facility C600 with
600kW rated power is sufficient to cover the most critical
loads. Therefore, C800 and C1000 with their surplus of output
power are not worth much in terms of reliability. Fig. 13
illustrates that the benefits of improved reliability are
practically the same for each investment alternative. The
expected present value of reliability benefits are about 16,5%
of the overall customer benefits. With modifications of input
parameters defined in cases A to D, the results obtained for the
base case are not significantly changed.
E. Final Decision Based on Power Aspects
Using the results of presented comprehensive analysis, the
customer would select the alternative based on C800
microturbine facility. This alternative shows the best results
for the wide range of change in crucial input parameters. The
risk of loss (i.e. negative profit NPV) is negligible.
The customer primarily benefits on cutting costs for energy
supply. The benefits of improved reliability are just 1/6 of the
total benefits. It should be noted that the ratio between
particular benefits can be significantly changed under different
conditions. For example, for the customers connected to

F. Combined Heat and Power
Microturbine exhaust gases contain a respectable amount of
heat energy. Heat to power ratio for microturbine technology
is regularly greater than 1,5. By investing in a system of heat
exchangers, available heat energy might be used for space
heating, water heating, etc. It depends on the nature of the
customer how much of the available heat can be effectively
utilized.
We tested how much heat energy is available for six
investment alternatives (G1–G6), while the microturbines are
dispatched according to the proposed ETC algorithm. It is
assumed that the customer used their own boiler to produce
heat, prior to the investment in distributed generation. Natural
gas is bough at the retail prices, as same as for microturbine
purposes. The boiler efficiency is set to 80%. We calculated
the amount of avoided purchase of natural gas thanks to the
use of heat recovered from the microturbines. The heat
exchanger investment costs are deducted from the value of
benefit in order to compute the net profit of the investment.
Fig. 14 shows that the upgrade in CHP has a huge
theoretical maximum potential. If total available heat energy
would be utilized, the investment in CHP would be very
profitable. On the other hand, it is not easy to achieve a perfect
matching between the load profiles of electricity and heat. In a
simple case of space heating, the available heat would be used
only during the colder months.
20
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Fig. 13. Base case: Contribution of reliability improvement to the total profit
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Fig. 14. Cost-effectiveness of investment in microturbine heat exchangers
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In order to precisely calculate the benefits of recovered heat,
a detailed model of customer heat load profile is necessary. In
this paper, we determine just the profitability thresholds
expressed as a percentage of the theoretical maximum, where
the investment in CHP upgrade is still profitable for the
customer. The results are summarized in Table IV.
It should be noted that the investments in CHP can be
subsidized under certain circumstances, which would
additionally lower the profitability thresholds.
TABLE IV
PROFITABILITY THRESHOLDS FOR INVESTMENT IN CHP UPGRADE
Unit
C65
C200
C400
CHP investment cost NPV
×105$
0,24
0,55
1,09
Benefit NPV
×105$
2,79
5,44
7,76
Profitability threshold
%
8,5
10,1
14,1

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]
[14]

CHP investment cost NPV
Benefit NPV
Profitability threshold

Unit
×105$
×105$
%

C600
1,64
9,61
17,1

C800
2,19
10,98
19,9

C1000
2,73
11,02
24,8

[15]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper the profitability of investing in customer-driven
distributed generation has been considered. The target
customers are industrial and commercial users of electricity,
which are billed not only for the volumetric consumption but
also for the monthly peak demand. Presented methodology is
capable of providing the answer whether or not it is profitable
to invest in distributed generation, and which is the most
appropriate investment option for the customer. The proposed
methodology has been comprehensively tested on one
integrated illustrative example.

[16]

[17]
[18]
[19]

[20]

[21]
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“outside”! Avoid contractions; for example, write “do not”
instead of “don’t.” The serial comma is preferred: “A, B, and
C” instead of “A, B and C.”
If you wish, you may write in the first person singular or
plural and use the active voice (“I observed that ...” or “We
observed that ...” instead of “It was observed that ...”).
Remember to check spelling. If your native language is not
English, please get a native English-speaking colleague to
carefully proofread your paper.
VI. SOME COMMON MISTAKES
The word “data” is plural, not singular. The subscript for
the permeability of vacuum µ0 is zero, not a lowercase letter
“o.” The term for residual magnetization is “remanence”; the
adjective is “remanent”; do not write “remnance” or
“remnant.” Use the word “micrometer” instead of “micron.” A

graph within a graph is an “inset,” not an “insert.” The word
“alternatively” is preferred to the word “alternately” (unless
you really mean something that alternates). Use the word
“whereas” instead of “while” (unless you are referring to
simultaneous events). Do not use the word “essentially” to
mean “approximately” or “effectively.” Do not use the word
“issue” as a euphemism for “problem.” When compositions
are not specified, separate chemical symbols by en-dashes; for
example, “NiMn” indicates the intermetallic compound
Ni0.5Mn0.5 whereas “Ni–Mn” indicates an alloy of some
composition NixMn1-x.
Be aware of the different meanings of the homophones
“affect” (usually a verb) and “effect” (usually a noun),
“complement” and “compliment,” “discreet” and “discrete,”
“principal” (e.g., “principal investigator”) and “principle”
(e.g., “principle of measurement”). Do not confuse “imply”
and “infer.”
Prefixes such as “non,” “sub,” “micro,” “multi,” and “ultra”
are not independent words; they should be joined to the words
they modify, usually without a hyphen. There is no period
after the “et” in the Latin abbreviation “et al.” (it is also
italicized). The abbreviation “i.e.,” means “that is,” and the
abbreviation “e.g.,” means “for example” (these abbreviations
are not italicized).
An excellent style manual and source of information for
science writers is [9].
VII. EDITORIAL POLICY
Each manuscript submitted is subjected to the following
review procedure:
• It is reviewed by the editor for general suitability for
this publication
• If it is judged suitable, two reviewers are selected and
a single-blinded review process takes place
• Based on the recommendations of the reviewers, the
editor then decides whether the particular paper should
be accepted as is, revised or rejected.
Do not submit a paper you have submitted or published
elsewhere. Do not publish “preliminary” data or results. The
submitting author is responsible for obtaining agreement of all
coauthors and any consent required from sponsors before
submitting a paper. It is the obligation of the authors to cite
relevant prior work.
Every paper submitted to “Electronics” journal are singleblind reviewed. For conference-related papers, the decision to
accept or reject a paper is made by the conference editors and
publications committee; the recommendations of the referees
are advisory only. Undecipherable English is a valid reason
for rejection.
VIII. PUBLICATION PRINCIPLES
The contents of “Electronics” are peer-reviewed and
archival. The “Electronics” publishes scholarly articles of
archival value as well as tutorial expositions and critical
reviews of classical subjects and topics of current interest.

Authors should consider the following points:
1) Technical papers submitted for publication must advance
the state of knowledge and must cite relevant prior work.
2) The length of a submitted paper should be commensurate
with the importance, or appropriate to the complexity, of
the work. For example, an obvious extension of
previously published work might not be appropriate for
publication or might be adequately treated in just a few
pages.
3) Authors must convince both peer reviewers and the
editors of the scientific and technical merit of a paper; the
standards of proof are higher when extraordinary or
unexpected results are reported.
4) Because replication is required for scientific progress,
papers submitted for publication must provide sufficient
information to allow readers to perform similar
experiments or calculations and use the reported results.
Although not everything need be disclosed, a paper must
contain new, useable, and fully described information.
For example, a specimen’s chemical composition need
not be reported if the main purpose of a paper is to
introduce a new measurement technique. Authors should
expect to be challenged by reviewers if the results are not
supported by adequate data and critical details.
5) Papers that describe ongoing work or announce the latest
technical achievement, which are suitable for presentation
at a professional conference, may not be appropriate for
publication in “Electronics”.
IX. CONCLUSION
A conclusion section is not required. Although a conclusion
may review the main points of the paper, do not replicate the
abstract as the conclusion. A conclusion might elaborate on
the importance of the work or suggest applications and
extensions.
APPENDIX
Appendixes, if needed, appear before the acknowledgment.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
The preferred spelling of the word “acknowledgment” in
American English is without an “e” after the “g.” Use the
singular heading even if you have many acknowledgments.
Avoid expressions such as “One of us (S.B.A.) would like to
thank ... .” Instead, write “F. A. Author thanks ... .” Sponsor
and financial support acknowledgments are placed in the
unnumbered footnote on the first page, not here.
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